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Southwest's Xmas Past
By JANE QUFSNEL
The Christmas season officially
opened for me last evening when
Peter A. Gutierrez graciously.
welcomed me into his home. This
. courteous gentleman, whose ancestor was one of the ori8inal
Spanish settlers in this area, resides
on North 8th street with his wife,
Tulitas,~ and daughter, CJare, who
is a student at UNM. ·
After first telephoning his older
brother, Tony (who has a
phenomenal recall), to refresh his
memory on a few points that had
grown a trifle dim with the passing
of time, Mr. Gutierrez agreed to
share with me his bittersweet
memories of Christmas-past in the
early part of the century. And so
for two hours, Gutierrez softly ·
reminisced about the Christmases
of his childhood.

At ·that time, the population of
Albuqueruqe was 15,000 and included the areas of Old Town,
Barelas, Martineztown, and the
east side near the railroad tracks.
The population was mostly
Spanish, since the Indians lived in
outlying farm communities or In
the pueblos, and the small nonSpanish/Indian population was
centered around the railroad on the
east side.
There was only a handful of
Catholic • churches,..:...san Felipe,
Immaculate Conception, and
Sacred Heart being the first tl}ree
built. Electric street cars ran as far
as Edith, the end of the line.
Beyond that were wide open spaces,
until you reached the University
campus on the far outskirts of
town.
'
Gutierrez said he remembers

Christmas as a simpler time-a time
of religious devotion. The annual
celebration began nine days before
Christmas,. with the Fiesta del Ia
Posada. · Posadas were held
throughout the communities and
ended on Christmas Eve. Every
night, a. candlelight procession
would visit a house in a reenactment of Joseph's and Mary's
search for lodging. The way to a
new house each night originally had
been guided by large. bonfires,
which over the years had evolved
into luminarias - the little paper
bags half-filled w1th sand, with a
candle burining insic!e.
Carrying with them a statue of
the Baby Jesus, the seekers sang the
Afuera, or outside chant, asking to
be let in, while from within the

mission will provide lodging for up
to seven nights every six months for
those do\vn on· their luck. Many
transients who traveJ without
enougbt mi>ney are also welcome at
the mission.
·
"Albuquerque is kind of a
terminus for the country," he said.
"They stop here on their way to the
east coast or the west coast. •'
The number of mission
i.nhabitant increases around
Christmas time. ''I guess we can
sleep about 35 or40, and in the past
if it's the cold weather or just the
season."

"I guess there's quite a jew of
them sleeping under the bridge,"
said Brother Noel of the Good
Shepherd .Mission. "They run ·•em
out of the bus station. ,

Winrock and Coronado shopping center managers are predicting
an excellent year for merchants.
..There's just a mood of spending,, said Bill Roller of Winrock.

Brother Noel explained that the

Gordon Jackson at Coronado
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said no dollar figu,res are available,
but he expects an .increase of 10 to
15 per cent in sales.
·
· Roller said, "We're in pretty
good shape economically in this
area. The trends· show that people
are starting their Christmas
shopping earlier.
"More things this year are being
bought on emotion than on
economics."
·

Brother Noel said this year's
Christmas crowd of poverty
stricken includes more young
people. "We have a number of ·
alcoholics or people with personal
problems -"people who have just
dropped out ofsociety for whatever
reasons.
"I feel were fulfilling a need,"

XmaSm . Ciods Of the .Future
ByREBEKAHSZVMANSU
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(cont. on page _11)

The Paradoxical Present
By TIM G,ALLAGHE~
LOBO Editor
.
The paradox of· Albuquerque
Christmas-present· can be seen in
the five-mile stretch from
Coronado shopping center to the
Good Shepherd Refuge Mission on
Second St. SW.
When the shopping center stores
are closing for the evening (they
stay open later during the
Christmas season), Albuquerque's
hidden poor are nestling in at the
mission, or pulling papers over
themselves as they sleep under the
Coal Ave. overpass.
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LOBO Managing Editor
Charles Dickens had it all wrong.
In his novel, A Christmas Carol, he!
proved that he was a lousy judge of'
human character and of the
American way of life.
When he had the Ghost of
Christmas Future showing Scro9ge
that money would eventually be the
death of him, he was making a
grave errpr.
Everybody knows that money is
the only thing that has kept
Christmas alive all this time.
Without money and the help of the
department stores the spirit of
Christmas would have died out long
ago. But thanks to the greedy,
money-hungry Scrooges of today,
this wonderful holiday has lived on.
in fact, it's even thriving.
And if Christmas is going to
survive liS the most popular holiday
of the future, then We're all going
to have to forget about ourselves
and others and pay homage to that
almighty god - the department
store.
December 25th is synonomous
With J .C. Permey, Barbie dolls and

Ronco gift-a-matics, so its only
fitting that the department store
receive its rightful place of im. portance.
In the years to come,, the
department stores will most likely
grow more and more powerful.
Sears will probably replace the
Catholic Church. K-Mart will
merge with the Baptists. Church
services will, of course, have to
change. They'll probably just be a
reverse of what they are now.
Instead of Midnight Mass it will be
Midnight Madness. The trend is
already in that direction.
I can just see it ...
"George! Will you let up on that
bottle of Jack Daniels! Mother's
going to be here any minute and if
you don't get dressed now we'll be
late for Midnight Madness."
"I am dressed. Here honey take a
sip, it's Christmas eve."
"I don't have time-look, it's
already II :30 and we 1re going to
have trouble finding a parking
place for the transporter as it is.'~
"So what's the mass going to be
like this year?"
''Well, Brother Montgomery

Ward said polyethelene Christmas
trees are on sale for the half price
and the ones with -the revolving
flouresant lights are a third off. The
altar has a special on polysorbatere~ die #3 cookies-the kids will
love those; they're in the shape of
the bionic man. And George, we ·
can take communion at the foot of
any of the manequins. You don't
have to take it from the grocery
section any more.''
"Oh great! At least we won't be
staring those pickled pigs feet in the
face anymore.''
"George, what the hell is wrong
with you? How come you're alway
so grumpy arounq .Christma~ time?
Here it is Christmas eve and you
don't have the slightest bit of
Christmas spirit.. I think you've
forgotten the whole idea behind thin
wonderful holiday. Don't you
know it's sacreligious to put down
Midnight Madness? You'll go to
hell for sure."
''This
whole holiday is
depressing! Christmas just isn't the
way it used to be. Why, I remember
(cont. on p•g• 171
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About Peol_ple
Chain Saw ftJr Amy

Rusk Jumps on Bandwagon
For Vets Work-Study Bill
0

~

a bill in the 1978 legislature to set
for 500 work-study positions for
.g
By ED LOPEZ
aside
$1,000,000
in
work-study
.
VA-approved
institutions statewide
-l
LOBO Start' Writer
for
veterans,
association
·
fromthe
state's
multi-ll)illion.dpllar
funds
-~
Mayor David Rusk is the latest in
spokesman
Rick
Anaya
announced
revenue
surplus.
State Qfficials have
C1 a growing number ·of goyemment
Thursday.
indicated
that
the
surplus would be
8 officials to support an effort by the
used to lower taxes.
The vets are seeking the money
'B UNM Veteran's Association to pass
Anaya said Rusk pledged to write
~-~~~~~====~~~~~~~~-
a letter of support for tl1e bill as a
;:,
private citizen, and told the vets in a
zOUr,.;
meeting this week that the bill
would be a. more positive way to
administer the surplus than tax cuts. Members of the Veterans
Association hope to meet with Gov.
Jerry Apodaca before the start df
the legislative session to solicit his
support for the bill, Anaya said.
".Other UNM students would
benefit from the bill since it would
open up work-study positions
currently taken by veterans," said
Anaya. He said the money would
also be pumped back into the local
economy, and that UNM veterans
alone add $5 million to
Albuquerque's economy annually.
Only 62 per cent of the estimated
38,000 · Vietnam-era veterans in
New Mexico are using their benefits
under the G. I. Bill. Anaya said the
work-study money provided by the
bill would be· an incentive for
financially-pressed veterans to use
their benefits.
Married vets with families,
Anaya said, have a difficult time
making ends meet with just the
money . they receive from the
Veterans Administration, and can't
attend school.
Anaya said UNM veterans are
working with veterans at universities around the state to gain
support for the bill.
•

.
Give
A Perfect
Gift
Not the puppy.
The Package.

The little puppy's there to· show how big the
package is.
There's a genuine bed inside that box. An air
bed. Not an air mattress. An Inflate-a-bed air
bed! (There's a world of difference.)
It's a perf~t gift because the givee won't
expect it but he'll love it. Because when he's
dog-tired and lays down on an air ~ed, he'll
get all the benefits of flotation sleep. And you
will have given them to him for less than half
the cost of water or gel flotation systems.
What are the benefits of flotation sleep? Better
rest in less time.
And that means more and happier hours
awake. What better gift?
Test rest the Inflate-a-bed at Sleep Systems
Store, where we've got a pack of other perfect gifts:
·Water Beds
·Gel Beds
· Heaters
· Liners
· Decorative Sheets
w/Pillow Cases.
·Quilts and
Comforters
. Bio-Massage Units
· Headboards
and Footboards

.
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SAN DIEGO. (UPJ) - Amy Carter wants a chain saw for
Christmas, says confidante Caitlin 'Yest, 9, w~o achieved local
. , .
celebrity st'!tusby beingJnvited to a White House dmner.
That revelation was made Thursday when reporters asked Cmthn
about the Thanksgiving week trip to Washington that brought her and
Amy together.
"l feel real lucky," Caitlin said through a wad of sugarless gum. "I
was just at the right place at the right time."
Caitlin a fifth grader at La Jolla Elementary School, was with her
father in 'washington when she was invited by one of his neighbors,
Los Angeles Times reporter Marlene Cimons, to watch President
Carter plant a red m'!ple on the White House !awn.
That led to an introduction to Rosalyn Carter, who invited Caitlin
to the White House for dinner that .night, and to Caitlin's acquaintance with Amy.
"Amy's just like my other friends, but of course, it's always·going
to have a little effect on me that she's the President's dau_gther." '
·
The phone call came Tuesday night.
"We just talked like person' to person," said Caitlin. "We talked
about what we wanted for Christmas."She said Amy wants a chain saw because, "Sh~ like the way they
work."

'Turkey of the Year'
CINCINNATI (UP!)_:_ Phyllis Schlafly, a national leader in the
fight against the Equal Rights Amendment, has won the dubious
"Turkey of the Year" award from a Cincinnati feminist group.
The Feminist Congress of Greater Cincinnati, citing Mrs. Schlafly
"for her constant campaigning against the ERA," prepared a trophy
of sorts for the "winner" - a concoction of an apple, raisins and
prunes held together by toothpicks.

Popejoy Hall
-,,,'

\

Announces

.A SER-IES OF EIGHT ENTERTAINMENTS
ON SUBSCRIPTION
AT MOST FAVORABLE DISCOUNTS

.
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-A Perfect Christmas Gift
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Jan. 30 · Jury's Cabaret - A spirited Irish romp direct
from Dublin's famous hotel. A Gaelic Holiday- $6.00, $5.00,$4.00

Mrs. Sadat 'Happy'
NEW YORK (UPI)- The wife of Egyptian President Anwar Sadat
said Thursday she was "extremely happy" and kissed her husband
when he said he would go to Israel. But she worried about his safety
·
on the trip.
In an interview on ABC's "Good Morning America" TV program,
Mrs. Jihan Sadat said she asked her husband what he would do if the
Israelis sent him an invitation.
"He said: 'Of course I will go, I mean what I say and you know that
quite well.'
''And then I was extremely happy and kissed him.
"I told him- This is the best thing you have ever said in your lif,e
because all of us want peace.''
'

Vol. 82 381401 No. 68
the New Mexlro Dollu·Lob.J Is published

Monday through Friday eycry regular week
of the UnJversity year and weekly during the
summer session by the Board of Student
Publications of the Unlvcr~ity of New Mexico.
and is. not financially associated with UNM.
Second class postage paid at Albuquerque,
. New Mexico 81131. Subscription rate Is
'$10.00 for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Daily Lobo are those of. thH
author solely, Unsigned opinion is that of thr':
editorial board Of The Daily Lobo. Nothin~
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rcp~escnts the views of the UniveJSity of New
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Feb. 3 • The Joffrey II ~allet -Modern Ballet at its finest.
Works by Arpino, Tudor, Bewley, Vesak. $9.00, $7.50, $6.00
· Feb. 8 · Bubbling Brown Sugar.. Broadway Hit Musical
Harlem 1910-1940- The Best of Jazz. $9.00, $7.50, $6.00
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Feb. 17 • Vincent Price-Celebrated stage, film & TV star
presents "The Villains Still Pursue Me"- $7.00, $6.00,$4.00
Mar. 5 ·"Same Time NextYear'!B'wayHitComedy
starring Kathryn Crosby. $8.00, $7.00, $5.00
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Feb~ 13 • Royal Ballet of Fla1,1ders one of Europe's
most honored classical ballet compan1es. $8.00, $7.00, $5.00

HONG KONG (UP!) -Chinese Vice Premier Li Hsien-Nen
Thursday met and had a "friendly talk" with a group of Americail
· visiters led by former U.S. Navy Secretary Paul H. Nitze, the new
China news agency said.
·
The delegation was formed by leading members of "The U.S.
committee on the present danger," the agency dispatch monitored
here said .
It said also present at the meeting with the Chinese vice premier
were Mrs. Nitze, Henry Fowler and Mrs. Fowler, Max Kampelman,
David Packard and Mrs. Packard, Charles Tyroler II and Mrs.
Tyroler, Fowler was treasury secretary during the Johnson administration and Packard held the same post in the Nixon govern\.... men!.
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SCHEDULE

. Americans in Peking . .
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Mar. 17 • The Minnesota Symphony Orchestra
One of the world's great - Conducted by Stanislaw
Skrowaczewski - $10.00, $9.00, $7.00
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BRING THIS AD WITH YOU TO

Apr. 19 ·"My Fair Lady"- All new production of all time
musical hit. Stars Edward Mulhare, Ann Rogers. $10.00, $9.00,

~

$7.00

(Your Headquarters for Sheet Music and Books)

SUBSCRi'PTION RATES

Ten Percent Discount Off Any

Seating Section
Single Ticket Value
Price To Public
Price To UNM Fac.·Staff
Price To ASUNM·GSA St.udents

Purchase From Now Til Dec. lOth.

Sle~p

Systems
Sore

6113 Menaul, N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110

Phone: (505) 884-0799
ON MENAUL ACROSS
FROM THE BROADWAY

GIVE MUSIC FOR CHRISTMAS
It's the Happiest and Most
Lasting Gift of All!

Price I

Price II

Price Ill

%Disc ...

$68.00
$48.00
$40.00
$17.00

$59.50
$40.00
$30.00
$14.00

$45.00
$30.00
$20.00
$10.00

+30%
+40%
+ 75%

I

. I

210 Yale S.E.- 1 1/2 blocks south of Central

l
I

BUY NOW AT POPEJOY HALL BOX OFFICE
Tel. 277-3121 For Information
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DOONESBURY

The Catbird's Seat

· Christmas Bread

FOR THt; LOVf3
ACtO? a/HAT OF Mf~ MIKe,
00 fA/13 Nel30 WH!fTS A SIX71&5
AC:IO FOR?

LOBO editorial phr;me 277·5651..
. LOBO Editorial Slaft

Editor·ln-chlef: Tim Gallagher
Managing Edltor: Rebekah Szymanski
News Editor; Dolores Wood
Asst. News Editor: D.M. Flynn
PhOto Editor: Wendell 1'. Hunt
Sports Editor: Peter Madrid
Arts Editor: George Gesner

'Copy Editor": Koren Wale,ton.
Ad Manager: Frank Salazar

EDITORIALS: Unsigned editorials- rep•esent a majority opinion of the LOBO edl!orlal
board. All other columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author and do
not necessarily reflect the \I lew of the editorial board.
LETTERS: leiters to the editor must be typed, and signed with the authorfs name,
signature, address, and telephone number. Letters to the editor should be no longer than
300words although exceptions will be made If the topic warrants so. Only the name of the
author Will be printed and names Wlll not be wllhhe!d,
OPINIONS: Opinions must by typed and Signed with the author's name, signature, ad·
dress and telephone number. Opinions should be no longer than 500 words, Only the namf1
of author will be prfnted a.-d names wll! not be Withheld,
Ail submissions become the properly of the New Mexico DallY LOBO and will be edllt~d
only 1or length or possibly libelous content. If any changes are made, the Suthor will be rcr1tacted to discuss changes.
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Dwarfs Can Write
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Editor:
,
d· h N
This letter is in protest to Les Marshall s state~ent _quot~ Ill~ e ov.
22 LOBO that the signers of the letter demanding h1s res1gnat1on were
"intellectual dwarfs".
This is vile slander of the worst sort. To the best of our knowledge
none of us are under five feet, (in fact some of us are over siX'feet) and
although we consider ourselves fairly intelligent, "';'e ar? by ~o means
"intellectuals". The idea that the call for Marshalls res1gnat1on was a
scheme cooked up by a cadre of midget eggheads is totally ridiculous.
We demand a retraction.
Rudy "Bashful" Martinez
Steve "Snow White" Thompson
Bob "Sleepy" Ortiz
Rolando "Grumpy" Benavidez
Cisco "Happy" Garcia
David p. "Sneezy" Garcia
Alfred "Doc" Santistevan
Rick "Dopey" Anaya

by Tim Gallagher
Although Christmas is more than three weeks away, today is the
LOBO's last issue of the semester and it is also our Christmas issue.
On these pages you'll find a number of stories related to Christmas
and although the day is some time off, we hope this issue will get you
into the spirit.
IN THE PROCESS OF PUTTING together this issue, I've been
thinking quite a bit about Christmas and my most memorable Christmas
happened when I was about seven years old.
It seems at that time there was a new toy out on the market called
"The Rock 'Em Sock 'Em Boxing Robots." I wanted those five-inch
plastic pugilists so bad it hurt, and as little kids do, I milde no secret of
my desire,
Well Christmas morning came and when it was time to look under the
tree, there were "Fort Apache" soldiers, and a miniilture ice cream
truck, but no "Rock 'Em Sock 'Em." By this stage of life, it was apparent there was no Santa Claus and my parents explained they hadn't
been able to find these five-inch boxers. Fade dreams of glory.
By the time my eighth Christmas rolled around I had moved my
dreams on to such sundries as Hardy Boys mysteries and hockey sticks.
The robot boxers were a thing of the past.
WONDER OF WONDERS! UNDER the tree were the longed-for
fighting robots. The funny thing was, after popping their heads off (as
happened when they were "knocked out") for about six or seven
minutes, I soon grew tired of them.
The ultimate present was shoved aside to gather dust in a closet.
Several years later in a moment of weakness, I gave the things away to
some kid down the street.
•
Lately I've been thinking of those robots I wanted so badly and then
shunned when they were presented. It may be pure rationalization for a
crummy thing I did, but what I did doesn't bother me. Isn't that what all
kids do? They want. They want.' They want. But when they get, they
don'twant.
THAT'S AN EIGHT-YEAR -OLD'S idea of Christmas. "What am I
going to get?"
When you get older, it's still "What am I going to get," but it's also
"What am I going to give?" Too many adults I know seem to think
Christmas is a bother because of all the shopping you have to do.
Somehow standing in line with mom's gift for half an hour makes it
somewhat less fun to give. When you fight the weekend crowds at
Coronado Shopping Center, it takes the thrill out of buying that sweater
your brother wanted.
The other night, my wife read me a poem by George A. Sims called
"Christmas Day In The Workhouse." Most of you have probably never
read it, but if you had it might change your outlook on Christmas.
THE POEM IS ABOUT a group of paupers dining at a Christmas
feast "generously" prepared by the church group. The rich folks
supercilliously watch the hungry paupers eat until one angry man
pushes away the meal and tells his story.
His wife had died of starvation the previous Christmas. He had gone
to the parish house to get some food to bring home to her, but was
rebuked by church officials who cursed him and told him "they
wouldn't give out relief." He fought a street dog for a crust of bread for
his wife, but arrived home too late.
"Yes, there in a land of plenty, lay a loving woman dead. Cruelly
starved and murdered for a loaf of the parish bread; At yonder gate, last
Christmas, I craved for a human life, You, who would feed us paupers,
what of my murdered wife? There get ye gone to your dinners, don't
mind me in the least; Think of the happy paupers eating your Christmas
feast; And when you recount their blessings in your parochial way, Say
what you did for me, too, only last Christmas Day."
THOUGH SIMS LIVED WELL BEFORE there was ever "The
Broadway" or "Liberty House," somewhow the church officials he
described are probably the people who race ahead of you in the
shopping center parking lot to get the best spot. Those who stare at
paupers and pat themselves on the back remind me of the people who
bump into you in the center mall and never say "Excuse me" although
you try to.
No Sims didn't know about kids wanting the "Rock 'Em Sock 'Em
Boxing Robots." He knew much more about human nature. He knew
about Scrooges. He knew about sourpusses.
Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa Claus. But this Christmas, be pleasant.
Give the pauper's wife a piece of bread.

Looking for a different gift?
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Editor:
At a Nov. 17 UNM Housing Committee meeting Dean Randy Boeglin
presented a proposal by which a scholarship would make available two
single rooms and seven day meal tickets to the president and vice
president of ASUNM. Dean Boeglin stated, "I have been impressed
with the benefits that might be derived from having a major student
body officer live in the halls. Such benefits include a direct link between
residence hall government and campus level student government and
the positive publicity that visible campus student leaders could generate
by personally advocating the residence halls as a good placa to live."
What more of a link must there be between Resident Hall Student
Association (RHSA) and ASUNM? RHSA has already been appropriated funds from student senate. The Housing Committee has
now suggested that the dorms prostitute themselves to win special
favors from the ASUNM president and vice president. As long as these
officers would be getting their accomodations free, why not put up
with the deception by advocating the dorms as "a good place to live"?
The most shameful part of the whole affair is that the resolution has
the support of our present ASUNM president, Tom Williams, and vice
president, Dave Garcia. In pursuing his self interest, Dave Garcia, who
incidently lives in the dorms, attended the Nov. 17 meeting. According
to Mr. Garcia, as stated in the minutes of the meeting "the salary he
receives is not that much. He survives because he is on the G.l. Bill.
Since he lives in the halls presently, he feels a lot closer to resident hall
students." It is doubtful that many dorm residents know that Dave
Garcia lives in the dorms. And if Mr. Garcia does not make an adequate
salary, then perhaps he should ask the ASUNM senate for a raise.
Housing should not be party to bettering his or any others financial
situation with regard to dispensing free room and board.
Atlthough the proposal passed fourteen to one it still needs the
approval of the two vice presidents, John Perovich and Marvin D.
Johnson. Hopefully they will have the wise foresight to put an end to
this measure. Failing this would only serve to put the ranking officers of
ASUNM in the same league as corrupt politicians who have received
free vacations and gifts from large corporations in return for certain
favors.
Housing Administration's efforts to attract more residents are
misdirected. If they want to increase occupancy they should concentrate on improving the physical plant and food, not wine, dine, and
house some ASUNM officer free of charge. Apparently Housing must
have more money then they know what to do with and that is why they
concocted this wild hair-brain scheme which reeks of bribery and
elitism. All residents should be treated equally and if there is any extra
money to be spent it should bne spent in such a manner so as to benefit
all dorm residents.
MarkJ. Carrico
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Priorities Questioned
Look Over
Proposal
By Dave Qarcia
ASUNM Vice President
There is a great need to reevaluate the Housing Committee's
proposal. Many groups were not
consulted, and as a student
representative I feel that a forum
should be called to discuss the
Housing Committee's recommendations.
Economic reality virtually dictates
that all facets of society keep pace
with the cost of living. It is
therefore time that the ASUNM
president's and vice president's
salaries be reevaluated to fall in line
\1\Ath the rest of the inflationary
economy. Everybody feels the
pinch and everybody should have a
chance to. comment on this
problem. I appreciate the Housing
Committee's attempt to help, but
also feel that more input from
students is needed.

Editor:
During these pressure packed last few weeks of a typical UNM
semester, everyone seems to be looking for a relaease from thoughts of
books and term papers and final exams. So on Nov. 29, thE! LOBO
chose to print three pages of coverage of many people's favorite
subject - sex. And it was nice for UNM's students to be able to read
the results of the latest college sex survey without having to pay $2 for
Playboy, et al.
Fortunately other people look for release from lifess everyday
pressures through other means such as planning their long-awaited
trips over semester break to far-off, exotic places. And the UNM
Mountaineering Club plays a special role in many people's plans. Every
year, the final meeting of the semester before semester break is used to
plan trips by members and any interested persons to the mountains and
deserts all ovo;r America and Mexico. Along this line, we requested that
the LOBO pnnt an announcement for this meeting in their "Lip Service". The LOBO policy is to print announcement on a space available
basis on the day before and on the day of the meeting. In this case the
meeting is to be on Wed., Nov. 30; so our request should have been in
the LOBO on Nov. 29 and 30, space permitting. Well on Nov. 29 there
was no space available to print a one inch Lip Service announcement
for our club meeting; yet the LOBO had space to print a three page sex
survey. Therefore, on behalf of our UNM organization (and, I presume,
many other school clubs), I appeal to the LOBO staff to compromise
your priorities and help UNM school organizations to do their jobs. For
there are dozens of sex magazines, but we at UNM have only one
student newspaper.

Look under a different tree.

GENERAL STOllE

-I

,.11 Harvard SE (across from U NM l_

8117 Menaul NE (across from Hoffmantown center}

Royal Bong Smokestakes Dec. 10

·
Stephen Schum
[EDITOR' NOTE: This letter was written prior to the Nov. 30 issue in
which the announcement of the meeting did run.]
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Acupuncture Eases Their Pain
1f

Veterinarian Needles Your Pet

By D.M. FLYNN
,3
LOBO Asst. News Editor.
'"' Christmas is coming and you've
'ia already bought your father that
0 purple light-in-the-dark tie along
with presents for the rest of your
"' family. But there's someone you
~forgot. Fido. Yes, your best friend
iU through thick and thin.
Z
-D He's been looking sickly lately,
1;l, after all he's 14 years old, and the
il:! vet said there's very little you can
do for a dog with arthritis. Why not
treat the pooch to an acupuncture
treatment.

.§

There are 150 acupuncture
veterinarians in the country and one
of them is here in Albuquerque. Dr.

Paul Schmaltz treats dogs and
horses for a variety of maledictions:
arthritis, disk diseases, epilepsy,
dermatititis, shock and any kind of
pain.

Veterinarians
who
use
acupuncture to treat their patients,
as well as those using traditional
medicine, have an 85 per cent
success rate. But Schmaltz' success
has been in the treatment of race
horces.

Some of the famous equines
treatee by Schmaltz:s needles are
Real Easy Jet, wmner of the
O~lahoma Futurity; Hot I_dea,
wmner of the All Amencan
Futurity (the richest ~orse race in
th~ countr~); Easy Ktss, and Lord
Wmsalotwmnerof$475,000.
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Veterinarian Paul Schmaltz

2421 San Pedro NE (505) 266·8113
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RETURNED BY
POPULAR DEMAND

- If you saw it onceyou'!l want to see it
again. If you haven't
seen it,- come see
what you missed.
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Two Perfonnances
at POPEJOY HALL
Sunday, Dec. lith
I :30 and 3:30

Music by Michael Jones
Directed by John Gardner
,.;.~-\
featuring:
iK ...
"' ._1 d""J
Tom Beaver, Linda Bergman, Ken Bibeau,
Cathy Cravens, Susan Hafenfeld, Bill Hayden,
Jerry Jacobs, John Mattys, Jennifer Novak,
Pat Mead, Juliette Peavy, Sara Voorhees
1

h.
t
\ • '.i,
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Albuquerque Ch:Jdren's Theatre is proud to present the dellnitcly different version of CINDERELLA. To the standard
story, it has added flying footmen, pic-tluowing Kings, an invisible wall. the possibility of ghosts, cookie-slealing cats,
singing villains, a tap-dancing fairy godmother, and a shoe-trying-on scene to end all shoe-trying-on scenes. Plus a cast
of favorite actors from Classic Theatre Company, Albuquerque Civk Light Opera, and the ACT regulars, including the
"'"""~·" Albuquerque Children's Theatre Ballet Company. Dc!"initely a show for the whole family. Get your tickets early.

ACT

Figures released from· the Forest
Service's regional office showed
that more poeple in New Mexico
and Arizona are gathering firewood
this year than ever before.
Mary Lee Maloney, timber
contract examiner, said about
249,991 cords of wood, with an
estimated value of $401,698 were
gathered from · National Forest
lands .during the fiscal year from
Oct. I, 1976, to Sept. 30, 1977. This
is an increase 0 9.2 per cent over
last year's total • Jr New Mexico
and Arizona National Forests. ·
A cord is a stack of wood
measuring 4x4x8 feet, or 128 cubic
feet.
The figures reflected a dramatic
climb in interest for heating homes
with firewood as the 60,088 cords
reported in 1973 jumped to 117,336
cords in 1974, an increase of 95. 3
percent.
Firewood collection has increased steadily since 1973. Over
the five-year period, fuelwood
gathering has increased 316.4 per
cent.
In spite of the total 9.2 per cent
increase over last year's figure,
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LOBO photo bV Phyl/la M. Kushnflf'

some forests indicated more
dramatic increases in fuel gatherers
this year. Catherine Stephenson,
timber specialist on the Jemez
ranger district, said the Santa Fe
National Forest recorded a 60 per
cent increase in chain saw inspections over last year. "There is
no accurate method of determining

the amount of wood gathered. We
judge by the amount of people who
come to the station for inspections
and firewood orientation. The
increase is probably closer to 70 per
cent, since meny people do not have
chain saws, and therefore do not
need permits. There is no way to tell
how much was collected in a free-

use area," she said.
A spokesman for the Payson
ranger district on the Tonto
National Forest said that firewood
areas were close to being "Cleaned
out" by fuel gatherers equiped with
rented trailers. "On Sundays, the
traffic leaving the forest is bumper .
to bumper," he said.

1
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current of 150 volts and 200
,!Jnicroamps pass.
The current is increased slowly
and the dog begins to quiver. "The
dog feels a tingle like when your
foot goes to sleep. It's not an
irritating feeling, its very relaxing."
After 15 minutes of the treatment,
the machine is turned off, the wires
and needles are removed. The dog
is more relaxed and can use its right
hind leg a little easier.

"f··:
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Jemez and Tesuque Ranger
Districts sell pennits from Dec. 3 to
Dec. 11, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. including
weekends. Ponderosa pine and
white and Douglas fir are avialable.
For further information on treecutting permits, the Forest Service
has a 24-hour number, 242-6071.

i

'

Albuquerque Children's. Theater
PRESENTS

fir, pinon and juniper. Santa J,le
National Forest: Coyote, Cuba,
Las Vegas, Pecos, Espanola and
Los Alamos ranger districts have
permit sales Nov. 28 through Dec.
18, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., including
weekends. White and Douglas fir,
and ponderosa pines are available.

c h·O ppI. ng Through the Woods

Starting dates, species of trees
available and office hours for
permit sales are as'follows: Carson
National
Forest:
Canjilon,
Jicarilla, Taos, Tres Piedras and
Questa ranger districts sell permits
from Dec. 3 to 20, 8 a.m. to
4:30p.m., including weekends.·
Speeies are White and Douglas fir,
spruce and pinon. Gbola National
Forest: Magdalena and Mt. Taylor
Ranger districts sell permits from
Dec. 3 to 23, 8 a,m, to 5 p.m.
Species available are pinon and
ponderosa pine. Mountainair
ranger district has White and
Douglas fir. Sales begin Nov. 28, 8
a.m. to 5 p.m., including weekends.
Gila National Forest: Beaverhead

LOBO photos by Phyllis Kushner

After locating the acupuncture
points, the doctor inserts 32 gage
needles in the spot. The needles are
very fine stainless steel pins and are
placed by hand. After placing ten
needles in the dogs back side, Schmaltz attaches wires through wich a

rang~r ~istrict has _unlimited pinon . yYP.ite and. Douglas f~r, pinon and
and JUmper, Pernuts sell Dec. 4 to
JUmper. Lmcoln Nabonal Forest:
23, 8 a.m .. to 5 p.m., Monday
Smokey
Bear,
Cl?udcroft,
through Fnday. Black Range,
Guadalupe, and Mayhill ranger
Luna, Reserve, Silver Cit)! and
districts have permit sales from
Quemado ranger districts sales are
Nov. 25 to Dec. 18, 8 a.m. to 5
Dec. 3 to 18, 8 a.m. "to 5 p.m.,
p.m., including weekends. These
including weekends. Species are
stations have White and Douglas

All New Mexico national forests
have tree-cutting areas except
Sandia, Forest Service information
receptionist Jan Simmons said
Wednesday. To obtain permits,
Simmons said persons should go to
the ranger station where they intend
to cut.

"Race horses have a lot of
painproblems with their sore backs
and shoulders," he said. Schmaltz '
ha~ worked with horses in Riodoso
and Sunland· Park, treating the
nervous animals before the race.

For centuries, the finest cold weather
shirts, sweaters, and pants have been
made from wool. See our fine selection
at New Mexico's complete backpacking/
mountaineering shop.

By MIKE HOE~
LOBO S!a~ Wnter
Is .that old arli[ictal tree of yours
startmg to look lik~ a refugee fr?m
a. scrap yard? Ttred of gettl_ng
npp.ed. off by commerctal
Chn.stmas tree deale.rs? New
Me~tcans ~~n _get mto ~he
Chrtstmas spmt this year by cuttmg
their own tree in the national ·
forests.
The Forest
Servicefamilies
said it
has selected
areas where
may cut trees for personal use.
Permits to cut trees sell for$! each.
One tree per family is the limit.

Schmaltz said horses can't
tolerate pain the way dogs can.
"They hate pain." Many of his
treatments for horses are for pain
after a broken bone.

Pogs, however, are treated for
numerous maladies. To treat
Molly, a 13-year-old white poodle
with arthritis of the hip, Schmaltz
uses acupuncture needles to run an
electric current through the area.
He uses a galvanometer, to locate
the acupuncture points. ·Based on a
theory that energy passes through
the body in specific lines, the
galvanometer locates the flow much
like locating the flow of ~lectricity
in a household appliance. Schmaltz
said the flow of currents through
the body, which register on meter,
can't be explained.

It's Cheaper to Chop Yourself

TICKETS IN ADVANCE - $1.50
DAY of PERFORMANCE - $2.00
Tickets at Popejoy Hall Box Office- 277-3121
•
And All Ticket Master Outlets
For further infonnation, call A.C.T. at 268-6561

"The dog might be stiff for a day
or two, but it seems to be better,"
he says.
After each treatment the results
last longer, he said.
Mrs.
William Bains of
Albuquerque, the owner of Molly,
said, "I've had acupuncture myself
that's why I decided to have Dr.
Schmaltz try it on her." ·
Schmaltz has to get his equipment through Canada because the
Food and Drug Administration has
placed
strict controls on
acupuncture. "The medical
profession has ptit a lot of pressure
on the FDA," he said.
Schmaltz said, however, "I feel
very strongly that acupuncture
should be regulated. Right now its
at the point where everybody can
do it."
He admits that medicine is better
for as lot of treatments but
acupuncture is needed for the relief
of pain and other conditions.
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Fees for dogs are $25 for the
initial visit which includes consultation, history review and one
treatment. Additional treatments
are$15.
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You can learn Spanish
or French or ... Call:

ALBUQUERQUE
LANGUAGE
INSTITUTE
304C San Pablo SE

266-1600
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~Wanted:
Student
Santas
With
Rosy
Cheeks
s
.
"'

~

By JEANEITE KING
LOBO Staff Writer
2 Playing the role of Santa Claus is
j like playing Moses in the "Ten
.Q Commandments," a UNM student
said. Gary Ward said dressing up as
Saint
Nicholas is a bigger than life
0
. ~ challenge and an awesome
~ responsibility. "It is amazing the
"' positive power Santa has over
_

8
~

children. They listen when Santa
tells them to be good boys and girls.
"But make one blunder and you
can destroy their image of the jolly
old man with the rosy cheeks," he
said.
Ward said he loves children (he
has two of his own) and truly likes
to make kids happy.
"Santa Claus symbolizes the

z"'

•
/

•

spirit of Christmas-and this is
what I try to project playing the
role," he said.
·
Ward is one of eight men and 10
women recruited and trained by
Western Temporary Services, Inc .
of Albuquerque, to play SanW
Claus for shopping centers.
company and club parties, anc:i
home visits.

"
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"Our Santas make no promises
and do not Ho! Ho! Ho! because it
frightens children," Matthews
added.
Some of the children waiting in
1

•
'

-

,·

•

line to talk to one of these Santas
said they though he ·was, "Nice."
Others said:
"He is the goodest of the good
guys," "He's neat as the Fonz "
'
H e' s cute because of that funny red
suit," other kids in line waiting to
sit on Santa's lap to tell him what
they wanted for christmas were so
awed by the kind old elf they cound
not spe.ak.
The Bellas Hess Santa said it is
very hard for some children to talk
to him. "Their parents have taught
them not to talk to strangers but
this plump old fellow dresses a bit
like the devil. Some kids are
terrified and will do anything to
escape."

CollegeInn

ffion.-Sat. 10-8
Sun. 12-6

e
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99% Of Our Stoek
Has Beett Reduced Reduced

Reduced

ow
34.69 Lps............... 83.74
35.99 Lps ............... S4.59
35.99 TapeS ......... S4.88

. i''

Compare the high cost of buying food,
apartment rent and utility charges with
our room and board rates.

The

Uptown Store·
4517 Centrnl N.E.
. 266-9887

e

.,
housecleaning
dishwashing ,
scrubbing
dusting .
grocery shopping
cooking
commuting

ffion.-Thurs 10-10
Fri. Snt. 10-12
Sun. 12-6

Manager of the Santa Services
Charlotte Matthews said no~
everyone is cut out to play Saint
Nicholas. "I look for humble
people who have a genuine concern
'£' and Jove for children to play Santa
·, . Claus. A good disposition,
· cleaniliness, and promptness are
also important qualities.''
She also said anyone playing the
jovial old fellow should have a
twinkle in his or her eyes.
· Matthews said the poeple playing
Santa are instructed at a one-day
training session on how to handle
children and parents. "Santa must
keep his cool when a child wets in
his arms, crys, or kicks, she said.

What does apartment
living have that The
College Inn doesn't?

University Store
2222 Centrnl S.E.
255-2225

I

..

303 Ash St., N .E.
243-2881
LOBO photos by Jeanette King

A Speeial Parapher...alia
Sale
· .·..__.-,_.:_~r<>Boot

.
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Some of the most unusual pip~s ·· ·
in the Southwest have now arrived!
A Perfect Gift For You Or A Friend

~

~

••. Beeause We ARE Budget
Tapes & Reeords.
~•>++,.,,

Better All The Time

We NeedY our Help
JTA IJ JA N Expires Dec. 18,1977
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SUBS

Fri.l0-12
Sat.l0-12
Sun. 10:30·6p.m.

2206Central SE
For outgoing orqers call

~

$1.00 Off

~

any Hot Dinner
Regular $2.95-Now Only $1.95
good anytime with coupon only

~"-=><· -=·~:.

Sat. Nov. 3 And Sun. Nov. 4
Are The Last Days To Sign The
.
NORML Petition To Decriminilize Marijuana
Do Yourself A Favor.
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Get out Your Galoshes
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Christmas Down Memory Lane
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By RACHEL DIXON
LOBO Staff Writer
Christmas is a very special time
for people. Many remember one
special Christmas as nostalgia and
sentimental remembrances color
the holiday season. The LOBO
asked such people as a a former
•
pnsoner
o f war, an actor, a couple
of mayors, the president of the
University and others what their
most memorable Christmas was.
William""Bud" D<.IVis, UNM
president: "It was the Christmas I

Harry Kinney, former mayor of
i\lbuquerquc:
"My
most
memorable Christmas was in 1969,
after my first wife died, Carol, my
present wife, sent me a fully
decorated Christmas tree. I hadn't
been planning to get a tree. She
realized it was a sad time for me
and sent me that tree." ·

~
li

Former Mayor Harry Kinney

UNM President Wlliam E. Davis
got back from being in the Marine
Corps in Korea. I was overseas for
a year in 1955 in that war-torn
country. I saw people starving and
with no shelter. When I got back, I
really realized what it meant to
grow up and live in this country.
Also, my daughter, Debbie, had
been born while I was gone and I
got acquainted with her."

· David Rusk, present mayor of
Albuquerque: ·~when I was five
year.s old, after WW II and my
fanuly had moved to Washington,
D.C., l sneaked downstairs early in
the morning before my parents
came down. The folks heard me
rustling around and had looks of
disappointment on their faces
because they didn't get to see my
reaction to the gifts. Ever since, the
family tradition has been to wait

Mayor David Rusk
for the grownups so they can see the
kids' reactions. My kids, and even.
my dog, don't go downstairs until
the grownups ·are ready."
Roy Johnson, professor emeritus
after whom Johnson Gym is
named; Johnson said his most
memorable Christmas was in l 917
when he was on his way to WW I.
He said he was doing crow' s nest
duty, watching for submarines. The
sea grew a little rocky. Half of the
ship's crew got seasick but Johnson
said he was one of the men who
didn't get queasy. His wife said that
johnson gets seasick on merry-gorounds and swings but luckily :
enough, not on ships.
Yoshimi Takeda conductor of
the New Mexico Symphony
Orchestra: "Since I was born and
raised in Japan, we had no
Christmas holiday. The festivities
came around the New Year. But

after WW II, during the occupation, I was working in the
military camp in Tokyo, playing the
organ. I was also singing in the
choir and we sang the "Messiah"
for the first time. Singing it made
me feel the real Christmas atmosphere."
Russell Johnson, actor who
played the professor on the longrunning TV serial, "Gilligan's
Island" now appearing at the Barn
Dinner Theater: "When I was nine
years old, I was looked after by my
aunt. My only two v.ishes for
Christmas were that I wanted snow
and I wanted to lay down, close my
eyes and the next second would be
Christmas. And that's exactly what
~~~
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Dreaming of a Wet Xmas?
By ROBERT ALMY
LOBO Staff Writer
Keep your galoshes, raincoat and
warm clothing handy when
Christmas day arrives this year.
You can expect cold temperatures,. but the probability of
precipitation, though small, is for
rain and not snow.
The National Weather Service
said rain fell on Christmas day in
Albuquerque in I2 of the last 70
years. Since 1906 only six years had
snow fall on Dec. 25.
The National Weather Service
said rain was recorded in
Albuquerque on Christmas day in

1964, 1959, 1948, 1945, 1944, 1942,
1940, 1939, !936, 1923, 1916 and
1911. The most rain fell in !942
with .35 of an inch measured.
The heaviest snowfall on
Christmas day came in I %2 and
was measured at one inch. Snow
also fell on Christmas day in 1974,
1948, 1945, and 1942 and 1939.
Both rain and snow have fallen
on Christmas day in !948, 1945,
1942 and 1939.
The normal high temperature for
Christmas day in Albuquerque is 46
degrees Fahrenheit. The normal
low is a chilly 24 degrees.
The warmest temperature on

':';~":'::?
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UNM history prof. Fred Harris
I opened his present. I kept
wondering what smelled with the
house before I opened the present
and then I found out."

Russell Johnso"n
Pete Domenici, U.S. senator for
New Mexico: Domenici said his
most memorable Christmas was il\
1959. He was married to his wife
Nancy, in January of that year;
passed the legal bar exam in
August; and his first child was born
in November. "It was our own real
family Christmas for Nancy and I
and our family," he said.
Fred Harris former U.S. senator
from Oklahoma, now UNM
professor: "My most memorable
Christmas was when I was five
years old, and the country was in
the depths of the Depression. My
family celebrated Christmas in the
old way-when the tree and the
gifts don't appear before Christmas
day. We were living in a two-room
house in Oklahoma. My sister and I
slept right through our folks
putting up the Christmas tree,
decorating and wrapping gifts.
That was a magnificent day with a
persimmon tree as our Christmas

tree.''
Lois Duncan, author of several
books for teenagers, teaching
magazine article writing: "When
my third child was five years old, he
saved all his allowances and bought
a frying chicken. Four weeks later,

Albert Runyon, retired colonel
and former prisoner of war during
the Vietman war: "It was in
November of 1971 in the Sontay
raid, which was an unsuccessful
raid by the U.S. forces to free the
POW's in North Vietnam, I was in
the camp with 200 other men and
we heard the attacks 11 miles away.
Thrc~ days later, all the POW's
were moved to the central cmnp in
Hanoi. We really had a nice
Christma<; celebration because we
weren't in solitary confinement
anymore. The big thing was being

• • •
(cant, from pago 1)

house the response, the Adentro,
was sung.
The verses and responses in
beauiifically rhymed Spanish ' are
difficult to translate word for ~ord.
However, for example, the Afuera
gjng~rs might ask, "Who will give
' slielter to these pilgrims who come
tired from traveling the roads?"
and from within, the Adentro
, singers would refuse admittance by
responding, "Who asks shelter
that we will not grant? It may be
some robbers who intend to steal

from us,''

Albert Runyon
with a bunch of people again. That
was very good to me. Everybody's
morale picked up. In my whole life,
that was my most memorable
Christmas-getting out of the small
camp and communicating with
others."

Verses and responses varied each
night, and on the ninth night,
Christmas Eve, the procession
finally gained admittance when the
Adentro came from within "Open
the door and tum back the veils the Queen of Heaven is entering."
Joy and happiness reign in this
house because the pilgrims are St.
Joseph and his wife, Mary. Give
thanks to Mary and Joseph."
The statue of the Christ Child
remained with· the family on the
ninth night all through the year,
thlls rotating it annually from
family to family throughout the
parish.

Finally, the most important .part
of the Christmas celebration began
- Midnight Mass. Luminarias
decorated the churches, as they did
the homes, anti were the only
Christmas decoration. There were
no Christmas trees, no wreaths, and
surprisingly enough, no manger
scenes. The Mass was not concelebrated as today, nor were there
any processions. While it is not
unusual for a Midnight Mass to
now last almost three hours, the
Mass as Gutierrez remembers it was
just a brief, simple, beautiful
celebration of Christ's birth. If the
church could afford to own a
pumporgan, there was organ music
to accompany the singing of hymns
- otherwise, a violin played softly
would serve as accompaniment.
After Mass friends, relatives, and
families gathered for a feast. Posole
was the tradi tiona! dish, and was

A 11 Exulta11t Biblical J/luminatio11 for aur Time

Grand Openinq!
• ready made frames
• custom framing
"'metal section frames
• pre-cut mats and
mat boarcts

20% off

• art supplles
.. original hand painted
otis and water colors
• fine prints

15% off

Hours: Mon-Fri 9-5:30, Sat 10-5:30

3021-3023 Central Ave. NE
(4 stores east of the Lobo Theatre)
Phone 268-1471
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Activist
To Talk
In SUB
Latin American revolutionary
Hugo Blanco is scheduled to speak
on "Carter and Human Rights in
Latin America: Myth vs Reality,"
Friday in the SUB Ballroom at 8
p.m.
Blanco was a leader of the
Peruvian peasant land reform
movement. He has been imprisoned
in Peru and Argentina. After being
exiled from Peru, Argentian and
Chile, Blanco took refuge in
Sweden; where he presently lives.
Besides detailing his . own experiences, Blanco will analyze the
Carter administration's foreign
policy in Latin America. He ·will
compare Carter's policy with those
of past administrations.
The U.S. government recently
lifted its ban which had kept Blanco
from lecturing in this country. For
the past two years academicians
and civil libertarians have waged a
battle to lift the ban.

made from hominy with pig's feet
and skins, seasoned with chili
Anise flavored sugar tookies called
Bizcochitos, were served with wine.
change gifts or send greeting cards,
the children received candy and
fruit as gifts. Christmas, as
Guitererexz knew it, was uncluttered by commercialism. It was
simply a family celebration of a
very special holy day when the one
gift everyone received and shared
waslove .•
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Next year you could
be on a scholarship.

-

~

-.)

An Air Force ROTC two-year scholarship pays your tuition and gives you $100 a month
allowance. And It picks up the tab for books and Jab fees, as well.

After collage, you'll receive a commission In the Air Force .•. go on to additional,
specialized tr~lnlng ..• B;S you get your start as an Air Force officer. There'll be good pay
and responsibility, and lots of other benefits ••• and a great opportunity to servo your coun-

try.
It all starts here - In college - In the Air Force ROTC. Look us up •• , see what we have to
offer,and show us what you can offer in return.

Contact: The Department of Aerospace Studies
1901 Las Lomas N.E. 277·4230
and apply for a quota to serve as an Air Force pilot, navigator missile launch officer sclen·
tlflc & technical engineers, or one of the many other management specialties.
'
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: gift ideas :

:

fe»r

5 christmas
•
•

pamt1n9 oqels f Art books
Eas£!1S I \.atnps I Drawing table~
llo. wood carvlnQ :1-e\s
Old rnA.s\ers /Ia cont"'mporaty pnnl.,
Glll ldettos lor e-.t~rv bud~wt

II

Si\~·1\Ciecn

ii
•

Although adults did not ex-

B

ii
-

1 0°/o Discount to Students
& Teachers with current I. D.

:
:

•
B
•
•
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~
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:

:California Art Supply, Inc.
II

COMMERCIAL ART SUPPLIES I LETRASET I FORMATI I CHARTPAK
ART & CRAFT SUPPLIES/DRAFTING SUPPLIES/PICTURE FRAMING
2510 Central Ave. SE, Albuq...rque, NM 87106 I 505-:2&5-3733

••••••••••••••••
ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM

\'

:.~-

BUY 1.
-·· GET1

,'jl

FREE

t

Monday · Friday

I

5:00. 9:00

!
Frame and Art Market

"""i::i.n

Christmas day was recorded in 1955
with 63 degrees. The coldest
temperature for Albuquerque's
Christmas day was ,7 degrees in
1974.

Xmas Past

the Spanish tradition, but their
costumes took on a Southwestern
flavor, until the Matachines' dress
and headgear resembled those of
the Kachina dancers. Their dances
acted out a story similar to that of
the Pastorella, but their young girl
was dressed as a bride.

""'

Boogie To:

ylder
UNCLE NASTY'S

l

Lunches Monday Thru Saturday
(~~~~-~~Entertainment7Nites
4418Cen.tralS.E.
...
.-------..........--,r--·

The Biblical Visions of
JAMES DICKEY and MARVIN HAYES

This season's most memorable book

,,
/

/

•.
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Gifts for Your Perverted Friends

Christmas Coupon
s·ale·

UQ

"

.....

Mail Order, of Course
By KOREN WALSTON
LOBO Staff Writer
Holiday gift-giving is usually an
easy task for those normal people
on your Christmas list. That $3.95
bottle of perfume is always acceptable for mom. Dad always
loves his new vinyl wallet and
grandma sq ueels with delight over
her acrylic robe.
·
But what do you get for those
kinky people your relatives don't
even know about? The LOBO
offers these suggestions to make
them deliously happy until next
Christmas.
Lovely Linda, the sexy doll-Not
to be confused with Paul
McCartney's wife. She makes a

25c Off
On Each Record & Tape With This Ad

~

'

l

f

!
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7.98 Lists

'$5.75

can't go home again.
you can come back big.

I

J

Also available on tape.

The traditional way to light up Albuquerque on Ch.ristmas eve is
Luminarias, small paper bags filled with an inch of sand w1th a candle set
·
·
1' ·
f lk
in the center.
Today's luminaria displays evolved from the old Spamsh re 1g10~s o
to m of placing little bonfires along the path to the church on Chnstmas
1 •
•
Eve to light the way for the Chnst ch'ld
Among Albuquerque's famous displayers are Mr. and M.rs. Ralph
•
The Rodriquezes display 2000 luminarias each Chnstmas eve
Rod nquez.
· G d Bl d
.
• which can be seen from I-40 near the ex1t for R10 ran e . V • •
The Hebenstriet House, once displayed in Li.[e J'v!agazme, carnes on the
Ch b
f
tradition each year with a display of 10,000 lummarms.
am e~ o
Each year the Tourist Dept. of the Greater Albuq~erq?e
Commerce sponsors the ~~nual Christmas Eve Lummarm Tour. It IS a
free tour for out-of-town v1s1tors.
Tourists are picked up at participating h?tel~ an? motels and are ta~en
through some of the most outstanding lummana d1splay areas of the c~t~,
including Old Town, the Albuquerque Country Club and the C1v1c
Auditorium.
·
f$2
There is also a Suntran tour for Albuquerque res1dents at a cost o
·
The Albuquerque Christmas luminaria bus tour has seven ~epartur~
·
b
6 nd 8 p m at the Civic Auditorium. Persons mtereste
limes e1ween a
.· ·
·
619 y al SE th
e ' e
should pick up their tickets early at the Su.ntra~ offices,
Chamber of Commerce or Felicity Flowers Ill Wmro~k.
. .
. .
This is the 23rd year of the Chamber of Commerce s partlc1tpat10n m the
luminaria tours. The tours are one-and-one-half hour long.

=

$4.69

\!

Lighting t.he Way
Is City's Tradition

Records
And
Tapes

6.98 Lists

perfect gift for your hot air
ballonist friends. Blow her up and
she'll do the same for you. Linda
never says no unless her power pack
is on the blink. $39.95.
·
.
Auto John- It's the perfect gift
for your water-loving friends, and a
must if they're stuck in an auto jam
on Central or waiting for a parking
space to open up on campus. Auto
John always offers relief.
Unfortunately, the female version
of this gift has not been developed
Y\!t. $3.50
Auto Suck- This is meant to be
used immediately after Auto John.
Auto Suck plugs into your cigaret
lighter It will give car lovers a truly
memorable experience. $ 24,95.
Have a very special kinky friend on
your list? Buy them the complete
set (Auto John and Auto Suck.)
Bulger Undergear- That friend
who always needed a little confidence can now have the Rod
Stewart look without spending so
much ·money on that operation
everyone's conceiving him to get.
He' II appreciate it. So will you.
$9.95
Fur Vibrator/Cover- The fur will
keep your girlfriend warm on those
cold winter nights. Just think how
cold she'll. be by Christmas. The
attached fur ornaments will get her
in the Christmas spirit. Available in
4V> inch size, $12.95, or the seveninch size, $14.95.
Dog Yamulka- This is a must for
all those animal lovers who take
their pet to the snagogue. One size
fits all. $3.98.
Rope- Ten feet will be sufficient
for any bondage connoisseur.
Check hardware stores in your
area.

.

big band brilliance and
this time they've done it
"Live In Munich:'
' CHARLIE

HADEN

Offer Ends

Dec.31st1977

Hours:

Clear Up Your Future In The
2-Year AFROTC Program.

11-9 Mon Thru Fri.
10-10 Fri. Sat.
12-9 Sun.
Mere Steps Away
From UNM Cam.pus

119 Harvard S.E.

.iazz today" has a new

We Buy & Sell
Used LPS & Tapes
Across from the HIPPO ice cream parlor

What's up after college? That question Is enough to get a tot of youn~ people down.
Air FOrce ROTC college graduates have that wdrry, too. But thel~lmmedlat,e future (~nd
longer if they choose) iS mueh rr1ore sacure. As a commissioned ofl1cer, theresa good Job
, .. navel. Graduate level education. Promotions. Fin~_ncHal security: A lid really, tots more.
If you have two acadernicyeara remaining, theresa great 2·)'ear AFAOTC program still
available to you. Look Into the details. We think you'll tJe pleasantly surprised. And pleasantly rewarded.
1
h
"Lssr year 1responded to an ad similar to this because /lee/ as long as we are gong 1o ave
a mJ/1/ary service the nature til their work demands the best people maf!aglng our natural
resources. 1 also lee!, along with resources, they should have the best opportunft/es
assacfated With their career. I want to get Into 8n Important profession alter I gr~duate with
the best opportunities. Today 1 am more convinced of the Importance of the Aif Force_ Of·
fleer profession and of the opportunities available to me. Right now lam drawing a scholar·
ship which pays all my tuition and a/.ass fees, books, lab fees and an addltfonaf $!00.00 a
month! In .addWon 1 I .am employed at Kirtland AFB In a prt:JfesslonaJ part:tlme Job with good
pay while already putting my_ college cours_es to work. The real payoff IS having a gu~ran·
teed jOb wherl 1 graduate sfarltng at approximately $14,000 salary plus a career Whtch I
might want rather than becomes clvtllan pilot, With my pay at approxtmatefy $20,000 at that
rme f would like to tefl you more and so would any of the staff ar the UNM Aerospace
~tudies Department. They are st8i1dmg by at 1901 Las Lomas, telephone 27714602 to ass/SI
you like they lle/ped me" • .. Keith Msrrdield.

Put it aiJ!og~Jhetin Alrf'Qrc:e I30TC.

album of masterful duets.

'

LP's Now Only

$459
L----1 TapesNowOnly

$ 499

On sale now at Budget Tapes
& Records
2222 CentralS E
4517 Central N E
Listen to KUNM-FM tonight 8pm for
Chet Baker tracked on "Long-Player"

J
/

'
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GOODBYE GLASGOW
We are very sad to inform our readers that our editorial cartoonist Gary
·
Glasgow will no (onger be with us.
He's not being assassinated for any of his cartoons. At the end of this
semester, Gary will be graduated from UNM and will head out into the
jungle of editorial cartoonists in search of work.
Editori11l cartoonists have a certain place in the newspaper world, set
somewhat apart from the rest of the .editors and reporters. More than
anyone else, a cartoonist's personality comes through. On this page, we
reprodur.e two oJ his best cartoons.
·
We feel fortunate to have had Gary working for us during t~e past few
semesters and many people feel he is the best feature of the LOBO. Gary
has won awards from journalism organizations for his work. He'll be
sorely missed by us, and judging from the compliments our readers have
paid him, they'll miss him too. Best of luck Gary, from all of us.
··
-The LOBO Staff

CARRIE'S

R~ngels

fine American Art

imports
MEXICAN CURIOS
WROUGHT IRON & POTIERY

*******************
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he Harve
UNUSUAL Gl FTS
DELIGHTFUL CLOTHING

TECAS"

~~

Weaving Shop

100% Wool-Handwoven Products by the
master weavers from Chimayo Valley
BE WARY OF IMITATIONS!

302 Rio Grande NW
Old TOJWn

Carraro's

{next

to Sheraton Old Town)

see our msJI\Ieti)USI
holfday collection
olclotbing
328A San Felipe, NV/
0/tl Tofltl
76$-S76J

I

OLD WEST PHOTOGRAPHY
Antique Portraits

josies

Proudly (lnnounces the Grand
Opening of their new location:
108 VassarSE

326 San Felipe NW and Mercado Plaza

243-0291

.."'

Photos Ready
In Minutes

Costumes To
Fit Over Clothes
Special Rates
.
GivenTo
Fraternities And
· Sororities

e Do Gangster And
Civil War Shots

MAWI'OSA GALLEKY

Wearable Art
one of a kind treasures
handcrafted by
New Mexico Artists

haL::.

'·

Still serving the best pizza and
sandwiches in town .
Convenient drive-up window
-

We still deliver city-wide
Call268-2300

Open 11:00 am to 12:00 pm Thur.-Sun.

ron the alley naturally)

Coming soon: Patio dining, banquet
and delicatessen

DOLL AND TOY

SHOP

wishes you a

JOYEUX NOELl
featuring the finest
in French crepes &
pastries

Sa: Merry Christmas
with our unique
GIFTS and CLOTHES

~~
Y;;

aero.~~

•:

·· ·100 -r.m.iqu.e sh"J,-s
"loi th ;;.ome lhin.g
•
n

. ..

1

1·or evertjone.. :

CHEF JEANPIERRE GOZARD

Quality Toys, Dolls
and Accessories
Plazuela Sam bra No.7
323. Romero St. NW

2102 Charlevoix
(Right
from
lfigh :\'von Hl'slaurant)

open 'til 1:00 am on Fri. and Sat.

Come bask yourself in the warmth
of our new solar heating system

bA EREPE
MIEHEb

FORGET-MENOT

scarves
skirts
shirts
dresses
jewelry

•

:

400 San Felipe
243-4174

•
:

Makers ol Hand Mode
Indian Jewelry

.:

... Old rown featur4!~
the he~t of lhe.

OLDTOWN

!-J

'

... Future

)Letter Deadline is -Dec. 14
D_
0

.D
o

....l

.Q
·;;;
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•

While the deadline for mailing
packages was Thursday, the letter
dealine for Christmas cards and
letters is fast approaching. Letters
mailed before the 14th will get to

your loved ones in time, but the
post office suggests mailing early to
insure arrival by the 25th.
If you're still planning on sending packages, 'united Parcel

"
z"

- THINK CHRISTMAS!··
TURQUOISE RINGS*
TURQUOISE EARRINGS*
WEDDING BANDS*

c1~~fE.....
BUTTERFLY RJNGS*
LIGHTNING RINGS*
HEART RINGS
YOUR CHOICE

$'1 49 EA.

... 99c
TURQUOISE&
COIALRHiS

HEART STAR OIOKERS*
tURQUOISE LEAF RINGS
YOUICHOICI

$3SO

EA.

LIQUID SILVER NECKUCE • 10 S11IAND ... , •. $11.95
IUTTIIIFLY IIACELm* •. . .... , . : ..•..... $5.00

MEN'S II~* .................... ; .... $4.40
All ;...,. eire alerting oil- wltft otabilizod turquoiM.
• All ooarrod itorm orw not lrdian modo.

Service is still available. Package,s
to the East Coast must be sent
before the 19th and 20th depending
on the destination. West Coast
Packages must be sent before the
23rd to insure arrival by Christmas
day.

Both the Postal Service and the
UPS suggest strong corrugated
boxes with about three inches of
packing around objects to be
mailed.
The U.S. Postal service will
accept boxes with or without the
traditional brown wrapping and
does not require that boxes be
bound with string. It does suggest,
• however, that customers make sure
the box is adequately packed and
wrapped, which may, in some
instances, call for string.
UPS will not accept packages in
wrapping paper or· string because
they get caught in conveyer belts
and can be damaged.
Both services require ZIP codes
for the addresses. UPS requires toand-from labels on the packages
and suggests placing the address
inside the packages also, in case the
label on the outside is blurred, torn
or lost.

UPS, which delivers to the
continental United States, will pick
up any number of packages from
homes or offices anywhere in the
U.S. for a $2.50 charge a week.
Except in remote locations, UPS
delivers all packages to the door of
the recipient.
The Post Office will insure for an
additional charge, packages at the
customer request. They reserve the
right, however, to refuse to insure a
package that is not packed
properly.
UPS automatically insures every
package for $100 at no additional
charge, but wil also refuse to insure

packages they consider improperly
packed. Corrugated cardboard
boxes are required, but costomers
should use boxes which are new or
are in new condition. The quality of
packing tape must also be adequate
for the box.
Both services charge by weight
and by the distance the package is
sent.

.
UPS has a pamphlet of tips on
how to prepare your packages for
shipping. It also has shipping
record/packing slips which may be
filled out in advance to save some
time at the UPS counter.

• WHOLESALE • RUAIL

On the 1st Day of Xmas,
The LOBO Gave to ...
ByD.M.'FLYNN
and TIM GALLAGHE~

Take. romething home
for Christmas

Christmas is a time when aU of us
give presents to one another in
appreciation for just being there.
So the LOBO would like to thank,
in our small way, those people who
made the news possible.
To UNM President William
"Bud" Davis a round trip ticket to
Acapulco, Mexico paid for by Gov.
Jerry Apodaca.
For Colleen Maloof, UNM
regent, two gifts: a college diploma

and a muzzle.

chief justice we wish peace on ~rth
and good will to both.

We sing a song to Dean of Arts
and Science Nathaniel Wollman;
Silver bells, selver bells.

David Rusk, Albuquerque mayor
gets Frank Kleinhenz.

The ASUNM Senate gets three
rings in which to perform their
circus acts.
For ASUNM President Tom
Williams and Vice President Dave
Garcia, wet towels to put under the
door in their free dorm rooms.
To Les Marshall, ASUNM attorney general and Todd Pink,

Gov. Apodaca gets a one-way
ticket to Canada paid for by UNM.

Mark Acuff of the New Mexico
Independent gets a razor and that
job at the Albuquerque Journal he

wants.
Head coach Bill Mondt will
unwrap the Texas football team.

U.S. Senator Jack Schmitt gets a
zero gravity toilet.
A course in acupuncture for hot
ai~ balloons goes to ballonist Tom
Rutherford.

Q.
From Texas [nstruments

•

Provost Me Allister Hull finally
gets what he's been wanting for
some time now, a branch college in
the parking lot of Foodway .
Pronto's gets a Big Mac and the
dorm students get Tom Williams
· and Dave Garcia voodoo dolls.
Season's Greetings to all !rom
the staff.

Don't get caught in that Christmas rush at home.
Come by now before you leave and see the complete
line of Texas Instruments calculators. Calculators
like the TI-1750 should last Mom 10 years without
ever changing batteries.
We have Christmas gifts that will please
the entire family.

available at

Student Book Store
2122 Central SE
Across from UNM

¥~ 50% Off
1st annual pre-Xmas sale
Tobacco pipes Water pipes
Paraphenalia
Imported cigarettes
FREE rolling papers
Limit one-must present ad

107 B Cornell SE

.'
i

/

fom

!l(a_ftnns in

50ft colOred sabanil cfot/i- wtJven by

ecuadOr ·s Otava!an :Jndia/15
Handknit alpaca. cardi~atLS,· pullovers, ponchos,
hats, scarves, tnitteru; from Bolivia
g~thcriilfl basktsJYom the GlombfanJun!lle
];risht stripro blouses- bad<b!rap loomed bg

New Mexico Att. Gen. Toney
Anaya will get a one day liqour
liscence good on any election day.

Norm Ellenberger gets nothing
because he's got it all.

Tobacco
Pipe &
Road

Antique shawL pit:LS from Bolivia
.
Jijktlj woven {lioco Jn/inn waferJar_jrom Yanamn.
?vlexican miniatures
:J/anc(einbroickrecfmen~., shirt-~.froJn ECuadOr
~e and: out of print books on latin Amet--ica.
.7!fty-fiur fim/5 '!{ bri!Jhf coforetl; handwoven straw
ornaments
&uadOr
Bronze b~tl.s

-lh£ women of Zunil,. Guatemala

Cfay birdwhistle.s
Etdd $~urd .animals fromlY1ontaroValleg,&ru

Strnw_ftrefonv'Yom :Jifexico
Hat:l~pun, hwdkn\t

wool coat ,sweate-r"' from

Ecuador
_.
Jii1J'iece cfay·nalivityftom Lhinnutfn:,guntemnla
Fi~ wov~n ball:-..s from Bolivia._,Ec.uador; Guat€-mala

&l<o--the :Bolivian h'uusehofd!fod/(!Jure
Mola patchllS, stuffcl animals b~ Panama~~ Cunu;
f:!l::tnc(rainfed wooden qysfrom .~r
Child.t"etl".s stockin~ cap~ in brisht wool from l'(Zr'U

.Pachamama

••

D

FLIGHTS SHIPS
RIDES

113 Romero Street NW.

255-6830
265-9860

lt

lntert'onti nental
TRi\VEl, CI~NTRE
107 car~u·d lllvd. S.E.

· open9 to9
.,
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But Not Dangerous

Schmitt To pic~RAl:!.~ nfl~ .!:!""·~ ~g_tlf. ~~
LOBO Staff Writer
Sen. Harrison Schmitt, R-N.M.,
spoke to a political science class
Thursday about his views on
unemployment, nuclear wa'ste
disposal ana his inside views of the
U.S. Senate.
''The real unemployment
problem is two-fold. One is inflat ion and inter-relating with that
is the availability of capital for
capital investment," he said. "The
capital just isn't there for
businesses because of taxes.''
The solution for New Mexico's
high rate of poverty is "to help
itself and I want to help New
Mexico help itself," Schmitt said.
He said he and his staff were
trying to put together a program
seeking out industries who would
be interested in factors, such as
water and electricity available in
New Mexico communities.
Concerning the possibility of
nuclear waste disposal in New
Mexico, Schmitt said, "I think that
we can probably work out a safe,
acceptable disposal system in. a
'
I.
situation like the Carlsbad area.
i
But we need to convince people it is
'
safe or change the method of
disposal." ·
During a question-and-answer
LOBO photo by Mark Poulsen
period, he said that there was no
Sen. Harrison Schmitt, R-N.M., addresses a political conclusive evidence against any of
· the Korean scandal ·
th e senat ors m
science class in Mitchell Hall.
"We have no jdea what is going on.

..

'

wouldn't be too ·worried about the
investigation," Schmitt said.
He said the main two problems
v.ith Congres were the large amount
of overwork and too many staff on
committees.
"After much debate and furor in
January, the committee structu~e
was changed but the visible ~ffect IS
almost nil. The schedulmg of

Reservolr Seepage Ugly

Lit Magazine
Seen in Spring

--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~7U~~

ANNUAL CHRISTmAS
FOOD AND CLOTHING
DRIVE FOR THE NEEDY
Pleo.se give so others co.n ho.ve o. mea~ Christmo.s

Drop off. Points:
lnformo.tion Booth o.t the SUB
ASUNm office Suite 242 SUB
Chico.no Studies
Student Vetero.ns office 1059 meso. Visto. Ho.ll

.

n>

aod s~nators are on too many
~ornrruttees. I don't see any change
m the overwork.
,
"Too much staff m Congress has
caused be.tween 2.0.~ and .30,000
measures m .a sess1o~, ~e said.
Ab?ut b~mg} nunonty senator,
~chmitt srud, You have to be .a
little more clev~r aod work a ~It
harder when you renumber two.

Students now have an outlet for their creative work in the UNM new
Literary/ Arts magazine.
"The magazine was brought about by the students' desire for
representation, aod their desire for an outlet for their work," Rick Cellum,
the magazine's editor said. Cellum is a graduate student in creative writing.
He said the new Literary/ Arts magazine will be "a ·publication of
creativity in the various fields. Its contents will be geared to represent the
student body."
To consist primarily of poetry, art, prose, and photography, the
magazine will include the work of some of UNM's visiting artists, as well
as the work of the students and staff, Gayle Krueger, one of the magazine's
founders, said.
Cellum, said, they would start accepting submissions in January and
publish the magazine sometine this spring.
Funded 'by the Student Publications Board, the magazine, as yet unnamed, will operate on a $2,500 budget and a volunteer staff, Krueger
said.
While the new Literary/ Arts magazine is responsible to the Student
Publi'cat1'ons Board, Krueger said a separate board was created to give the
magazine staff specialized advice and to nominate its editor.

Professor Honored
. UNM ~resident William E. Davis presents Prof. Beaumont Newhall
With the Silver Progr~ss Award fro~ the Royal Photographic Society.
" The a_wurd wa~ g1yen Newhall m a unanimous vote by the society
for hiS contnbution to the development in the history of
photography."
~ecause Newhall could not go to London to receive the award the
society asked President Davis to present it to him. The award is about
)00 years old and has gone to George Eastman, Alfred Steiglitz Edwin
'
Land, Man Ray and Edouard Steichet! in the past.

The seepage in the walls around
the city reservoir on Yale and
Redondo does not mean that the
dam is about to burst, said David
Green, a spokesman for the
engineering firm in charge of the
project.
"The worst damage the seepage,
is doing right now is being unsightly," he said. "There have
always been hairline cracks in the
reservoir, but they have never been
as noticable as they are rigllt now.
When we took the water out for
construction, the wall dried. We
were hoping they wouldn't get in
areas above the (foundatipn) rock,
when we refilled the reservoir," he
said.
He said that during construction
the firm had worked on the inside
of the reservoir using special epoxy
paint and coating to halt the
seepage. "But it's not doing the
job," he said.
The water is kept at certain level
by the city. If the water is allowed
to go above that level, there is a
small leak." Green said. "You can

By D.M. FLYNN
LOBO Asst. News Editor
T.hree resolutions were passed, all
of the ASUNM Senate's remaining
funds were appropriated, aod the
resignation of Sen. Steve Shriver
was announced at Wednesday's
senate meeting.
Shriver was the fifth senator to
resign this semester. Other senators
who resigned this semester are Tad
Howington, P. M. DuffeyIngrassia, Jeff Wolf aod Kate
Watson.
"I resigned because I've become
quite disenchanted v.ith the senate
mainly in the extreme lack of
leadership. The president of the
senate is a weak unit," Shriver said.
He said the senate has become a
"resolution factory." "It's kind of
hard to be in senate when three of
the senators are going to be running
for president," he said. The senate
has passed six resolutions in its last
two meetings.
In its last meeting of the
semester, the senate appropriated
its remaining $204.17 to the Union
Crafts area. At the beginning of the
meeting Vice President Dave Garcia
told the Senate "We've got to pass
this appropriation bill. I just want
to make the Senate aware that the
craft center is folding unless we give
them the money."
Resolutions asking students to
boycott Foodway supermarkets,
endorsing the food aod clothing
drive and supporting the May

~ponsored b~ the ATm B~siness Club, ASUNm Seno.te,

kr,

~·

··~
•

Circle K lnterno.tiono.l, Student Vetero.ns Assoc.,
NCHO (No.tiono.l Chico.no Health Organization)
ond Students Activities·center

see water trickling down on the
joint in the wall nearest the Art
building. That will be happening at
times during the next couple of
weeks while we are testing for a
permanent solution to the
problem."

He added that since the city does [
not allow the water to rise to the 8
level where the problem occurs, the tl
leak i.1 not much of a problem. ~
"I know it is a bad feeling for r
people when they walk by to sec the 0
seepage," he said. "We are hoping _g
we can correct this dctrimenl."
tl
------~~~~~~.~~~~~----~
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WILDROSE
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has Alpaca Woolen
socks
hats
ponchos

mittens
vests
run an as
bedspreads

mufflers
sweaters
skirts

2916 Central SE ·
266-9946 M-S 11-6
11-6 pm Mon-Sat

Fourth Coalition at Kent State
University were passed.
All three resolutions passed by
acclamation. Sen. Phil Hernandez
said, however that the Kent State
resolution was "too little, too
late."
The May Fourth Coalition is
protesting the construction of a
gymnasium on the site where four
persons were killd in 1970. Construction of the gymnasium bas
already begun.
In other business, Mark Carrico,
a dormitory resident and member
of the housing committee, opposed
a recent proposal by Dean G. R.
Boeglin that would give the
ASUNM President and Vice
President free room and board.
Boeglin' s proposal must be approved by John Perovich, vice
president for business aod finance,
aod Marvin Johnson, vice president
for student affairs.

•
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"We've got a feeling you're gonna like us.~

Pillow Furniture by-

The SOFA BLOCK
Sofas ......•........... from s239
Love Seats .......... , ........ 179
Arm Chairs ................... 129
Coffee Tables ......... , . . . . . . 89
Dining Tables .•.•.........•... 179
Desks ....................... 209

Holiday Entertaining

with herbs, spices
& teas From

HEBB
EMPOBHJM
For further informo.tion co. II 277-5528

!

Shriver Resigns
In Senate Finale

Spice up your

Drive continuing through December 16

"tl

rill

sagg

3218 San Mateo NE
(in Laramie Square)

881-9869
Ower 250 lttrftUtt ol htrbt,
tplcn a t• bl.ndt.

Our furniture is hand made in Albuquerque at our plant to your specifications. We have three colors of hand
rubbed oil finish to choose from, plus dozens of fabrics to fit your taste. Please stop by our store soon and
take advantage of our excellent GRAND OPENING prices.

Qlntq: Chin ..., KOfMA,
Americlln, Slb«ltn
v•t.bl• P..t. • Nul• • Ortlnt
INn••
• Boolt•

Natu;tt Food•

Cotntly tNt S.mple our TM

4001 Central N.E.

255·1275
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ALL PRICES
LISTED ARE
CASH PRICE
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A really FANTASTICtimetoSAVEon SANYO. Just in time for Christmas, Custom HiFi is proud to present this exciting line of quality high-fidelity components. Great
specs and superb design will make anyones' Christmas, that much more special.
HURRY in TODAY!
.

!iiiiiii~i;;~--- JCX 21 OOK

MPIONEEn

SCOOP UP THE SAVINGS
Pioneer's top selling SX450 Rece1ver at Pre·
Cl"mstmas sav1ngs The heart of any great system
at a pnce 10 low to pass up. th1sun1t !S sure to be a
crowd pleaser. Hurry. they won't last long'

CASSETTE SAVINGS
At Custom Hi-Fi:
$5.00 Holds any item
In Layaway 'til Christmas.
Ask about our convenient monthly payments
Most credit cards accepted

PIONEER RECEIVER FOR $25
Are We Crazy?
No, We're Custom Hi·Fi!

The Pioneer CTF-4242 Stereo Cassetle
has 1t all. Everything you need to make
great tapes. 1nctud1ng Dolby. Tw1n Vu·
Meters. b1as adtustments and more. AI
Custom Hi·Fi 1t's mcred•bly priced a!
only

c~r!

$169

·

MYSTERY
SPEAKER

Custom Hi·Fi bnngs you the Mystery
Speaker at An Unbelievable Pnce. A big
12'' woofer 1n a 3-way design bnngs
concert pertormances home Huny. final
closeout'

Ask about our no-interest layaway '
or convenient monthly p;;~yments

1

SUPRISE PLATTER
The Sanyo TP 626 belt-drive Turntable
is a real pro. All you'll ever want to
transport your treasured records with the
utmost care. Complete with base and
dtJstcover.

$

channel, 20·20,000 Hz @ B ohms, 0.5%
THO)
•

·DUAL. .. SAVINGS

JCX 2300K

Compare
at $200

FINAL CLOSEOUT ON
FAMOUS NAME SPEAKER .

The newest developments 1n technology
are yours mth1s beautiful speaker system.
A b1g 12" woofer 1n a 3-way acoustic
suspension des1gn walnut cab1net, bnngs
the nch sounds of your mus1c home. loud
aMd clear.
•

$129 95

$149 95

PERFECT TRACK RECORD
The highly-acclaimed Audio·
Technlca AT910 Cartndge
tra<fes your grooves W1fh ease.
Full frequency response.

$3995

CHRISTMAS COMPACT

$

More power* and flexibility are
yours with the Sanyo 2300K
AM/FM Stereo Receiver. A
winner with an array of click stop
tone and volume controls for
precise adjustments, to suit your
tastes. (*26 watts RMS per channel. 20·

01rect Dnve means accuracy! Dual's 1241 ts a
standout' Perfect track1ng and specs bnng
quality home to you. Includes base and
dust cover

Who else but Custom HI·Fi! With our high volume, national
buying power we bring you this fantastic way to great stereo.
When you buy 2 fantastic ECI Speakers at these advertised
prices you can buy a Pioneer Receiver for only $25. Don't pass
this up. Christmas is near'!

FANTASTIC ECI SPECTRUM 4001

CASH
PRICE!
LIMIT 1,
No Dealers
Please

$

A beautiful design for those on a
budget. The Sanyo 21 OOK
AM/FM Stereo Receiver delivers
13*watts per channel plus plenty
of control functions to custom
design your sounds. A wonderful introduction into the world
of stereo! (*13 watts RMS per

ALL QUANTITIES
LIMITED

20.000

Hz

@

B ohms,

0.4%

r---=--- FINE ROTATIONS ... DIRECTLY!
·

The Sanyo TP 1020 Direct Drive Turntable features the latest advances in tech) nology to move the grooves with skill and
.1 precision. Auto-arm return and pushbutton controls are just some of the outstanding features. Complete with base
and dustcover.

THD)

More .. .from Sanyo!
~

~

JCX 2400K

.......

~~~~~~"-JT-&";>' ("?J' The
watts*biggie
of
! •

'

The Pioneer RH5511. Your own CasetteStud•o'
AM/FM. record changer and cassette recorder.
together for you Acousllc Suspension Speakers.
foe. EnJOY 11 all. fh1s can'! be beat'

from
powerSanyo.
and 50
an
abundance of special features
makes the Sanyo 2400K, exceptional. Sensitive FM Reception, 2 tape moniters, FM muting
and more are yours with this
g'em. So much stereo for so little,
at Custom Hi-Fi. Naturally! (•so

$

TAPE YOUR PICK

watts RMS per channel, 20-20.000 Hz @ 8
ohms. 0.3 'l'HDO

RD8020

RD4550

When you buy 2
SPECTRUM 4001's you can
buy Sansui's incredible
5060 AM/FM Stereo Receiver, loaded with power
and features.

(),!)PIONEER

OR

O.C<

$25

MO"

~ ~

Demm-Look, great sound.

$1995

~SANVO

Choose Sanyo's FT480 or 870and gel
great In-dash AM/FM Stereo per·
formance plus 8 track or cassette These
are loaded

The biggest and best A tremendous 15"
woofer m a 3-way des1gn. bnrtgs you the
sounds. hva concert are famous for A b1q
pass1ve rad1a1or doubles your bass response
and 11 all adds up to a wonder system

$2 5

MO"

$99
m

More clean power for cnsper h1ghs and
deeper lows w1th Pioneer's 12 waH power
booster

BASF Studio-90
90 Mlnvte
COSSPIIC High ~uallly great
fJrJC(I 1

WATTS PREENER
You npiJr: It,:, r! you love
your recorcjs We know yo:J
·10

·P~<ER$49 95

WE MAKE IT EASY TO BUY:
FINANCING AVAILABLE ON APPROVED CREon; OR U. SE OUR
NO INTEREST LAYAWAY: MOST MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
HONORED.

Stock Up'

(),i)PIOI\IEEn

ADD AN EXTRA PUNCH

.

95

cu

The Great American

$35

pr.

$

More great sound with big bass response. The
1 2" long excursion woofer pounds out bass
you don't expect from a home speaker. Wow!

.. \

$

9

Cassette or 8 track, it's your choice. AI! you
need to make top quality tapes with effortless precision. Dual vu-meters and more are
yours. And what a price!

pr.

$1

The Great American

!.5

CUST~M

REG. $19g.95 ea.

5005 Menaul • 262·0858
(across from Labelles)

5005 Menaul NE 262·0858 ·

.

95

Whether your're into 8 track or
cassc~a. here's both so the
taping's easy. Pro features
bring luxury and convenience
to your fingertips. Tape it
away!

This spectacular 3 way speaker
delivers enough pure clean sounds
to have you believtng "It's Live".
Experience this winner, you'll be
amazed.

LEGEND 9

$1

95

REG. $239.95 ea.

' REG. $89.95 ea.

$1"

SANVO 808400

SPECTRUM 4001 .

Compact in size but not in sound.
Big 8" woofer plus .midrange
and tweeter brings the big
sounds home.

Buy 12 Maxefl 90 mmute
cossellos and gel a free
'torage case H1gh Quality.

Pioneer's Great TS690 Dual Cone
Speakers bnng great sounds between y 1ur
C)oors
ALL FOR

8

~~;::;::-::::;

PROFILE420

BUY 12••• GET CASED!

PLUS: FREE CHRISTMAS GIFT

When you buy two ECI
. PROFILE BOO's get the
great Pioneer 750 Receiver,
with the power, flexibility
and specs to make plenty
of beautiful music
together.

O.C<

CUSTOM STOCKING STUFFERS

pnvatP moments are yours!

THE INCOMPARABLE ECI SPECTRUM 5001

(),!)PIONEER

(vJ PIONEER

CHRISTMAS CAR-ROLLS!
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Inside Toda_y' s Art Section

~

For the last issue of the ye<tr the.
.~ Arts Staff got together and chose

the best 25 albums, the top 10
concerts and top nine movies (we

couldn't think of 10) of the year ef
1977. Selections were not picked on
a basis of popularity. They were
picked on their own merits.
Members of the voting panel
''Close
included
George
Encounters" Gesner, Robert
"Golden Inn" Spiegel,' Dan
"Jabberwocky" Humenick, Jane
"Keller Hall" Quesnel, Brian
"Bunk " Matthews and Lynda
"KOB" Sparber.
Also in the issue: Bob Spiegel
'looks at the Christmas season with
an eager eye. He previews two
Christmas plays and some holiday
sounds on p.30. Ilan Humenick
reviews the movies on p.28 and our
final Movie Watch with a brief look
into upcoming major releases.
Until next year we wish you a
happy holiday season and enjoy the
arts.
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Pick up your tickets here
Close by & convenient
Just one block east of Campus
All airline tickets & reservations
2906 Central SE
255-8665

Well, Fargo
We serve the best in Mexican food .

Country music fans are in for a
real treat tenight as Donna Fargo
strolls into the Kiva Auditorium in
the Convention Center tonight. The
show starts at 7:30p.m.
Fargo who has successfully
crossed over into the pop charts
with such hits as "Funny Face" and
"Happiest Girl in the Whole
U.S.A."
will
welcome
Albuquerqueans to "Fargo
Country."

Daily 11:00 A.M.-10:00 p.m.
Business lunches 11:00-2:00

$1.99

THIS WEEK
Last Mile Ramble.rs
Best in Country Western & Swing
Best of Luck with your finals'
Best in country
Swing&Rock

Happy Hour

5: 00 - 8: 00 Friday
Drinks 2 for 1

Daily

5:00-7:00 Mon.-Sat.
Drinks 2 for 1

BUY A
BUCK
SAVER
Donno. F.o.tgo

THIS
CHRISTMAS
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Fleetwood ffio.c
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Give your "deer" ones a PUGH
motorized bike. It will deliver
the "goods" all year.
• 150·mpg of fuel
• almost maintenance free
• costs not much more than a
good racing bike
SEE THE LARGEST SELECTION OF
GREAT COLORS & STYLES IN NEW MEXICO
LAYAWAY FOR CHRISTMAS

268-4337
Lead & Cornell SE
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A Sense of LocQtion
The Indian Rio Grande - Recent
Poems from 3 Cultures, edited by
Gene Frumkin and Stanley
Noyes/San Marcos Press, Cerrillos
N.M. 232 pages! $4.95
By ROBERT SPIEGEL
There is a definite trend
towards regionalism in contemporary poetry now, especially in
New Mexico. And though there is
considerable justification for
viewing recent New Mexico poetry
as "place" oriented, there are still a
great many poets in this state who
do not subscribe to the regional
approach in their writing. The
recent anthology, The Indian Rio
Grande, edited by Gene Frumkin
and Stanley Noyes, shows how
diverse the poetry of New Mexico
is.
Frumkin and Noyes have
discarded any preconceptions in
their editing of this collection, save
that the poet lives and writes in the
area of the Rio Grande River from
Colorado to El Paso, and that the
poetry be of high quality. In doing
so, the editors show what a large
variety of work is being written in
this area. As the editors write in the
collection's foward: "In our several
re-readings of the selections we
have been impressed, first, by the
quality of the work. Second, we
were intrigued by the variety of the
work. Subject matter, techniques,
and methods, sensibilities, etc.,
differ significantly from poet to
poet despite their exposure to the

~ ce6. ~·
_4691"' e'Q\fj
:vlon.-Fri. •
~

9:00-6:0(J
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New Location~
to service U.N.M.
1001 Tijeras NE'
247-3668
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Gene Frumkin

Po.trlclo. Smith

OPTICIAN~'"'0~s05
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THE TOP 25 ALBUmS

uiBO photos by Phyllis Kushner
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1631 Eubank N.E.
511 Wyoming N.E.
4523 4th N .W.
Belen at 614 Becker

293-4508
265-3667
345-5301
864-3522
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Supertramp

same general ambience." Perhaps
this would not be so surprising if
there was not such an overwhelming concern with region
lately.
The differences are impressive.
There are 60 poets represented in
the anthology, and there are almost
as many different styles and approaches. The difference between
say Carolyn Maisel and Patricia
Clark Smith is amazing, especially
considering both women live in
Albuquerque. There is just as wide
a reach between Gene Frumkin's
"Loops" and Harold Littlebird's
"For Larry." There are numerous
examples like this throughout the
collection.
The strongest cohesive element in
the book is the overall quality of the
writing. Though" the editors do not
pretend to be comprehensive, to
include every important New
Mexican poet, they have managed
to choose not only fine poets, but
also excellent selections from these
poets. In many instances, such as
with Karl Kopp and Joy Harjo, the
selections are some of the poet's
best writing available.
Even if the emphasis in this
collection is not with regional
concerns, there is still a common
strain running through the book.
There is a generai roughness or
disturbance at the core of the
writing that bares a striking
similarity to the roughness of New
Mexico's landscape. This is a rather
abstruse quality that is explicit in
John Brandi's poem, "How to Find
New Mexico:"
This is New Mexico.
Tomorrow when you rise,
clean your pockets bare.
Get ready to retract what you've
always held in common .
There are wild dogs yelping
under
your
bet.
And angels with bent wings
ready to bite you.
and in Joy Harjo's "Conversations
Between Here and Home:"
angry women are building
houses of stones
they are grinding the mortar
between straw-thin teeth
broken families
Though this sense of disturbance
is in almost every poem, it seems
healthy, without the heaviness of
despair apparent in so much of the
recent eastern poetry. Perhaps this
is the purest form of regionalism,
similarities in the core of the writing
rather than in any literary style or
approach. The Indian Rio Grande
offers a large enough variety of
New Mexico poetry, and enough
material from each poet to convey a
good picture of recent poetry
coming from the Rio Grande
Valley. It is an impressive collection.
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Lindo. Ronstadt

Randy Newmo.n

·!

Listed in alphabetical order by artist.
1. Dinner at the Ritz-City Boy (Mercury): This second album effort turned
the tables for these hard-edged art rockers.
2, Commodores (Motown): Establishing themselves as the leading rhthym
& blues act this year, they found it quite easy to zoom ahead of the pack.
3. Hotel California- Eagles (Asylum): Joe Walsh found out that he could
fly with the Eagles who checked into another promising venture with this
LP.
4. Rumours-Fleetwood Mac (Reprise-WB): Now in its Buckingham-Nicks
phase, Fleetwood Mac has dispelled all rumors that it is the number one
.
.
.
.
group in the world. It is a fact.
5. Foreigner-Foreigner (Atlantic): Although It felt hke the first time for
these guys, they were all veterans in their own right.
·6. Luxury Liner-Emmylou Harris (WB): This satin smooth songstress took
the best she had to offer and let it ride on this highly polished country
·
album.
7. Book of Invasions-Horslips (DJM): This band came out of the Emerald
Isles and out of its obscurity with a Celtic symphony that could capture
hearts and minds. A real gem.
8. Out of the Mist-Dlusion (Island): While its candles were burn~ng, its
music lit up the world proving the group to be the genuine renaissance
group.
9. (;o For Your Guns·lsley Brothers(T-Neck-Epic): The group t~at
fostered Jimi Hendrix established themselves on the R & B ladder With
yet another fine effort.
10. Look To the Rainbow-Live-At Jarreau (WB): The man ~fa thousa.nd
voices gave us a colorful spectrum of jazz textures with this double hve
album.
11. Point of Know Return-Kansas (Kirshner-Epic): It may surprise some,
but it was the group's fifth album and they have found fame and fortune
and there's no returning point.
.
12. A Simpler Time-Michael Katakis (A&M): He playe~ the mm~trel,
touching the human elements in his music. His mus1c: deceptively
simple.
.
13. Feels So Good-Chuck Mangione (A&M): The feehng was so good that
it spread off the album like an infectious and euphoric nerve gas that
made you tingle all over.
.
14·. Exodus-Bob Marley lit the Wailers (Island!: The gemus. of reggae has
produced a prestigious masterpiece that bnngs the music back to the
people. He has reached his artistic promised land.
.
15. Metro-Metro (Sire-WB): The band has that cosm?pohta~ look t~at
adds a mystique to its sophisticated music. The sexual 1m ages m the Iynes
prove there still are some rock poets left.
16. Little Criminals-Randy Newman (W~): It ~as a tall album for the man
that added a touch of weird humor to his music. .
n. Animals-Pink Floyd (C.olumbia): The blacksmiths of ro~k are often
credited with creating heavy metal, and with some sheep, PI~s and dogs
they have created another classic.
18. Simple Dreams-Linda Ronstadt (Asylum): She's a very lovely woman
and with her made-in-heaven voice she created her dream album.
((<Int. on pag• 24)
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Monte Carlo
Night
A Las Vegas Casino
right here on campus?

Dec. 2nd, Friday Night
8 pm. -12 p.m. in La Posada
All UNM Students Are Welcome
Cost is $1.00 per person in advance
(Sales begin Wed. & Thurs. evening on the
East side of La Posada)
$1.50 at the door
Play money. will be issued at the doors.
Live Entertainment and Refreshments
Over $400.00 worth of prizes
4-footBong
Radio Headphones
Plus Lots More

Cassettes
Shirts

Semiformal
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Weather Report

247-4414
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1. Look.to the Rainbow- AI Jarreau (WB)

DUDDY IICRA\fiTZ
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Paths 7:30

Killing 9:10

Kirk Douglas
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The Killing
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Terence Boylan

4. Finger Paintings- Earl Klugh (Blue Note- UA)

TOP 25 LP's

MIDNITE FLICK
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3. Feels So Good- Chuck Mangione (A&M)

Duddy: (S\tnMat3:10)7~15
Frul: (Sun Mat 5:20) 9:30

Paths of Glory
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RHYTHm & BLUES

2. Heavy Weather - Weather Report (Columbia)
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STANLEY KUBRICK'S
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JAZZ

FRATERNITY Albq.l'renucrc
.
Row and

Peter Sellers
lUng<) Slarr

I. Foreigner- Foreigner (Atlantic)
2: Out of the Mist- Illusion (Island)
3. A Simpler Time·- Michael Katakis (A&M) ·
4. Metro- Metro (Sire- WB)
5. Terence Boylan- Terence Boylan (Aslyum)
6. ·David Soul- David Soul (Private Stock)
7. Ultravox- Ultra vox (Island)
8. Clover-. Clover (Mercury)
9. Hell or High Waters~ Omaha Sheriff (RCA)
I0. The Babys- Babys (Chrysalis)
· ·

"0

"

30~,0~!1!o.~k_!ap~_

5. Elegant Gypsy- AI Di Meola (Columbia)

I. Commodores- Commodores (Motown)

2. Go For Your Guns- Isley Brothers (T-Neck- Epic)
3. All in All- Earth, Wind and Fire (Columbia)
4. Rejoice- Emotions (Columbia)
5. Something to Love - LTD (A&M)
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(cont. from po.g• 23)
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Give her one of the greatest fashion statements
around ... an opal ring!
a. But~erfly ring, 2 dia~onds, 4 genuine opals in 14 karat gold, $135
b. 6 D1amonds, 1 genume opal, 6 genuine sapphires
in 14 karat gold, $200'

19. Virgin Killers-Scorpions (RCA): With the force of a blitzkrieg, this
German band left no stone unturned in the heavy metal market, yet
,
remained unheralded.
20. Aja-Steely Dan (ABC): Continually changing, the band formed the
perfect marriage between rock and jazz .
.21. (;rand Illusion-Styx(A&M): It was no illusion. It was the reality of
musical genius that flowed from the underworld unto the heavens.
22. Even In the Quietest Moments-Supertramp (A&M): The crisis was that
this group was quite talented. The crime was that it was not getting
recognized. The cases have been solved.
23. Sorcerer Soundtrack-Tanr.erine Dream (MCA): The soundtrack of the
year gave fruit to this multi-talented European group.
24. Firefly-Uriah Heep (WB): It was Uriah Heep's 11th album and yet
another new lineup. It gleemed with a joy that should have put the group
on top of the heap instead of under it ..
25. Heavy Weather-Weather Report (Columbia): It was far beyond fair
and mild. The forecast was promising and it was predictably beavy.
Hon~rable mentions go to: Before We Were So Rudely InterruptedAmmals(UA), I Robot-Alan Parsons Project (Arista), Broken HeartBabys(Chrysalis), Terence Boylan-Terence Boylan(Asylum), Loading
Zone-Roy Buchanan(Atl~ntic), Sky Islands-Caldera(Capitol), No
Second Chance-Charhe(Janus), Dreams,Dreams, DreamsChilliwack(Mushroom), 2nd Honeymoon/Don't Stop the Wofld-DeaT
School(WB), Elegant Gypsy-A! DiMeola(Columbia), Beauty on a Back
Street-Hall & Oates(RCA), Getting Lucky-Head East(A&M), Little
Queen-Heart(Portrait-CBS), Finger Paintings-Earl Klugh(Blue Note-'
UA), Something to Love-LTD(A&M), Stagepass-Michael Stanley
Band(Epfc), Live Better Electrically-Nitzinger(20th Century), Cat
Scratch Fever-Ted Nugent(Epic), Enigmatic Ocean-Jean-Luc Panty
(Atlantic), On Stage-Rainbow(Oyster-Polydor), MoonflowerSantana(Columbia), David Soul-David Soul(Private Stock), Burning
For You-Strawbs(Oyster-Polydor) The Planets-Isao Tomita(Red SealRCA), Ultravox-Ultravox(Island), French Kiss-Bob Welch (Capitol) and
Front Page News-Wishbone Ash (MCA). _

Master In Public Policy
Harvard University

ZALES
The Diamond Store
Illustrations enlarged.

Gift
Certificates

Available

Application Deadline: Jan.15, 1978

David Grisman Quintet

BLUEGRASS
.!

1. David Grisman Quintet- David Grisman Quintet (Flying Fish)

· Interdisciplinary program- economics,
quantitative and analytic methods, political analysis, and public managementas preparation for a career in public
service. Academic rigor plus real-world
applications. Outstanding academic credentials required.
Write: Kennedy School of Government
Harvard University
Cabridge, Mass. 02138

3004 D Central SE
on the comer of
Central and Dartmouth

266-5275
Mon-Sat

'
11:00-5:00
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ND OPENING SALE
THRU CHRISTMAS
WITH PURCHASE OF MOPED

Elegant gift wrap at no extra charge

Charge it!
Open a Zales account or use one of five national credit plans.

A Clothing Store
Alternative
where you can buy,
sell & trade
your fine collectibles
and contemporary clothes

CLASSICAL

OR

1. Granados-Goyescas-DeLarrocha (London)

2. Brahms Symphony No. 3 - Chicago Symphony Orchestra (RCA)
.
3. The Planets- lsao Tomitct (RCA)

Featuring·

PELJGEOT ifiBATAVUS

HERCULES

•

• Indoor test track
~ 150 miles per gallon
• No DMV registration
• Financing available
• Factory trained service personnel
• 6 month factory warranty
• Full line parts and accessories
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COUNTRY
I, Luxury Liner- Emmylou Harris (WB)
2. 01' Waylon- Waylon Jennings (RCA)
3. A Man Must Carry On- Jerry Jeff Walker (MCA) ·

TOP CONCERTS
I , Grateful Dead
2. Taj Mahal
3. Jesse Colin Young
4. Dave Brubeck and Sons
5. Preservation Hall Jazz Band
6. Arlo Guthrie b/w Shenandoah
7. Electric Light Orchestra b/w Ambrosia and Steve Hillage
8. Dave Mason b/w Elvin Bishop and Rare Earth
9. Peter Frampton b/w 38 Special
10. George Benson

Sissy SpClcek Clnd Shelly DuvClll In "3 Women."

Emmylou HClrrls

The Bottom 10
PRESTIGE· PAY· POTENTIAL·

TOP mOVIES

I

~

I. A Bridge Too Far
2. Damnation Alley
3. The Eagle Has Landed
4. Final Chapter: Walking Tall
5. Fire Sale
6. Looking For Mr. Goodbar
7. March or Die
8. Other Side of Midnight
9. Rolling Thunder
10. Sinbad and the Eye of the
Tiger

Alphabetically by title.
1. Annie Hall (United Artists), direcied by Woody Allen: Allen digs deeper
than his comedy roots with the love story of the decade. Allen gave
Diane Keaton a role most actresses would envy.
2. Close Encounters of the Third Kind (Columbia), directed by Steven
Spielberg: Noted science-fiction writer Ray Bradbury calls it the most
important movie ever made. It is an encounter with destiny.
3. Jabberwocky (Cinema 5), directed by Terry Gilliam: This brilliantly
done comedy is the most unexpectedly satisfying movie of the year ..
4. New York, New York (United Artists), directed by Martin Scorsese:
Robert DeNiro, Liza Minelli, Mardik Martin, Laszlo Kovaks and
Scorsese combined to create the most intelligent and entertaining movie
musical since Cabaret.
5. Shock Waves (Cinema Shares lnternatinal), directed by Ken
Wiederhorn: A terrific tautly directed thriller which is as effective, as
memborable and as good a movie as Spielberg's Jaws.
6. Slap Shot (Universal), directed by George Roy Hill: A riveting and
biting satire that took shots at violence, sex and sports.
7. Sorcerer (Paramount-Universal), directed by William Friedkin: With
compelling performances from an appropriately grimy cast, a moody
and unforgettable score by Tangerine Dream and Friedkin's masterful
direction, Sorcerer is a stunningly hypnotic entertainment.
8. Star Wars (20th Century), directed by George Lucas: The movie that
revived our childhood dreams is the biggest moneymaking film of all
time.
9. 3 Women (20th Century), directed by Robert Altman: An eerie, sad,
scary and funny script and Sissy Spacek's magnificent acting make
3 Women one of Altman's best.

,,

DIRECTOR
1. Woody Allen-Annie Hall
2. RobertAltman-3 Women
3. Terry Gilliam-Jabberwocky
4. George Lucas-Star Wars
5. Steven Spielberg-Close
Encounters of the Third Kind

ACTOR

Our business Is life insurance which is a useful, satisfying career. Since John Hancock
creates our policies, you'll be working with the best, selling the best.

Chances for advancement go as far as your abilities. No Insurance background Is
necessary. We'll train and pay you at the same time,
If you'd like to be known for the company you keep In our community. Just call or write
us. We're an equal opportunity employer.

Robert Cisneros, C·L·U·
5260 Montgomery Blvd. NE
881-9810

tflnffl~
r'f1uhJill L1fe lnsu,ancc Company

Supp. Actor
!. William Atherton-Looking
For Mr. Goodbar
2. Bruno Cremer-Sorcerer
3. Harrison Ford-Star Wars
4. RobertFortier-3 Women
5 l\!i·-' r.cl Ontkean-Slap
Shot.

ON
SALE

NOW!

Supp. Actress ·

I. Woody Allen-Annie Hall
2. James Caan-Another Man,
Another Chance
3. Richard Dreyfuss-Close
Encounters ofthelbird Kind
4. Michael Palin-Jabberwocky
5 • George C. Scott-Islands in
the Stream

I. Melinda Dillon-Close
Encounters ofthelbirdKind
2.Anny Duperey-Bobby
Deerfield
3. Janice Rule-3 Women
4. Susan Sarandon-Other Side
of Midnight
S.Tuesday Weld-Looking For
Mr. Goodbar

II

'ACTRESS

~

I. Genevieve Bujold-Another Man, Another Chance
2. Deborah Fallender--Jabberwocky
3. Diane Keaton-Annie Hall
4. SissySpacek-3 Women
5. Lily Tomlin-The Late Show

..···•

We offer all three In generous amounts to everyone who joins our staff,

$11.88 MFRS.
SUGG. LIST PRICE
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CANTERBURY CO-OP

En~

1705 Mesa Vista, N.E.

~

.

~It~ Small co-ed residential co-op for 24 students: 3 i11
;: ~ meals· a day, seven days a week, two blocks from • ~

EUBANK at CAND
298•7559
I
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• • the campus.
•~
~•uo:
3 single rooms availabJe ·
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Gcuette Jumps ln~o Springs
The Hot Springs Gazette/Eric Irving with illustrations by
Florence Irving/The Doodly-Squat Press/22 pages/1$.50
By ROBERT SPIEGEL
Bathers arise. There is a new book out listing hot springs in
the western states. Eric Irving in his Hot Springs Gazette gives a
detailed and humorous description of 10 springs in New
Mexico, Utah, Colorado, Idaho, Montana and Washington,
plus a short list of five "duds."
.
Irving a UNM student, is planning more issues of the gazette
and is soiiciting information on springs not covered in the book.

,

HolidQ.Y movie WQtch
Star Wars: "A fairy tale I shall
unfold, across these galaxies old.
The tale spinner Lucas weaves a
fantasy and let us choose what
we dream and what we see. Luke
walks the skies and stars, guided
by Hans who earned his· battle
scars, in search of a princess not
lily-white, whose bark cannot
match her bite. And the bubbleheads play the cantina tune
knowing that Star Wars at the
Mall Cinema ends very soon."
Close Encounters picks up where
Star Wars left off on Dec. 14.
Modern Times: Charlie Chaplin
gets tangled up in the
'•
mechanisms of society at the
SUB Theatre tonight.
The Fire Within: Film captures the
last 4S hours of a playboy at the
SUB Saturday night.
Otarlie Chan at the Circus: Chan
takes a flying leap at the SUB
Dec. 7.
'
World of Apu: A pilgrimage into
the mystic at the SUB Dec. 8.
Oh, God: George Burns, in an
inspired performance (inspired
as in "divine inspiration, coming
from the supreme being, causing
the inspiration, hence the point is

very subtle), and John Denver
team up in this inspired comedy
at the Coronado Four.
Mohammed, Messenger of God:
Catch the prophet by the toe, if
you see him let us know. See
Quinn at the Coronado Four.
You Light Up My Life: Life is a
slippery pancake. Sequins at the
Coronado Four.
Bobby Deerfield: We know who he
is. You can find out, too, at the
MP!aza.
Looking For Mr. Goodbar: She
won't find it at the Cinema East
First Love: Where Dey meets night
at the Cinema East.
Piece of the Action: It reminds us
of the time we killed our wives.

Shows at the Los Altos Twin.
Heroes: Heroes are hard to find.
They get medals at the Los Altos
Twin.
Another ·Man, Another Otanee:
James Caan (Canada Jim) finds
Jove and Genevieve Bujold at the
Louisiama Blvd. Cinema.
Cousin, Cousine: This· movie
proves that the French make the
greatest lovers at the Lobo.
Gnderella 2000: Futuro-sex as
Cinderella takes it to the limit at
the Fox-Winrock.
Last Tango In Paris: Marlon
Brando is a tax collector. He
screws everybody. Hot French
sex at the midnight movie at the
Fox-Winrock, Saturday night.

8; 00-5: 30 weekdays
8: 30-4: 30 Saturdays

Choose your second j.
·~ calculator first.
Choose the new HP-l9C and HP-29C from Hewlett-Packard.

New Christmas Releases

As with every holiday season major motion-picture releases come
flooding in. Herewith are some of them:
Goodbye Girl: A comedy written by Neil Simon and directed by Hey bert
Ross. The film stars Richard Dreyfuss and Marsha Mason, who was
. nominated for an Oscar in Cinderella Liberty and happens to be Simon's
wife.
Turning Point: Another Herbert Ross film starring Anne Bancroft and
Shirley MacLaine, who are both making a glorious comeback to the silver
screen.
Welcome To L.A.: Robert Altman's production of an Alan Rudolph
film with Harvey Keitel and Geraldine Chaplin.
World's Greatest Lover: Gene Wilder and Carold Kane. hit it off.
.
Telefon: Chuck Bronson plays a Russian agent in Don Siegel's new
f' f,,m(mli
,
i
thriller. Lee Remick and Donald Pleasance also star.
"j perform its noatur:tll~,t-Coall f(lr::m
f lm~;·:~ ~=i~::;:::l:~rTt
, )'Cihnv P·'~~' i.md~r"D~rbers .. (ortl•~ n:mu• ol
The Clams (Mark and Denise
Allegro Non Troppo: Bruno Bozzetto' s sexual satire of Fantasia.
~ luuov;tlor Sho1• nearcs~ )IOU·
Shorey) with the Atlantic Jackknife
Saturday
Night :Fever: Pop star John Travolta plays a rock star.
Tlu• S.'i,<: 1/uin•ttf fs uv~ilahl~ for 11 wlwlr lot fe.u- ut:
Band invade eastern Albuquerque
Choir Boys: Best seller about the zany antics of the men in blue turned
with a three-week stand at the' into celluloid.
Western Skies starting Dec. 13.
Featured in their three-week
· (15% off
(Perms&
clarnstand
will be a set of originals
w/curre.nt ID)
Body Waves)
worked into a sleazy rock opera.
The group is in the process of
recording and should be witnessed
"Another Man, Another Chance,"
really doesn't matter: all we want is
(Between W\lomlng
by all types, intellectuals or
and loul!.lona)
directed by Claude Lelouche, is
good honest emotion. But Lelouche
otherwise. Watch for more details
playing at the Louisiana Blvd.
has filmed in a definitely un:
this January on the Cla,ms.
By DAN HUMENICK
romantic manner, almost antiAlthough hampered by Claude
romantic.
Lelouche's irritatingly "exAnother Man is full of lengthy,
perimental" direction, Another
hand-held camera tracking shots
Man, Another Chance is an enthat certainly took a lot of time to
tertaining, if ultimately unrealize, but the constant shaking of
satisfactory, Jove story, and it
the lens kills any empathy we may
deserves to be something of a " have with the characters - we are
popular success.
aware of Lelouches showing-off, so
It's a beautifully photographed
the film remains only a film,
and extraordinarily well-acted
nothing more. It only seems like
movie that I happen to like quite a
something technically fascinating,
lot, despite its flaws, and I wish
instead of emotionally satisfying.
audiences would igQore the lousy
Still, there are moments.· Jilmes
publicity campaign and go see it.
Caan, in his best performance since
An affecting warmth shines
Freebie and the Bean, and
through the coincidence-filled
Genevieve Bujold are perfect as the
script that makes this film more
lovers. In the best movie tradition,
Get Ready For Pinals
endearing than most other recent
they are mismatched, but it is easy
screen romances, including Bobby
to see why they are attracted to each
Deerfield.
other. They are a totally appealing
This Semester's Last Weekend
As a matter of fact, if it wasn't
couple, and their scenes together
for Lelouche's direction, this film
.JuThe
create an unforgettable emotional
would definitely be one of the
energy that may make this movie a
year's lO best. The script stretches
classic- flaws and all.
credibility, but in a love story that

·open

VISA
MASTERCHARGE
AMERICAN EXPRESS

HP-19C

I 255-~166]

CCRDLII

Alice In Blunderlond
Alice, Sweet Alice,'' directed by
Alfred Sole, is showing at the
Louisiane Blvd.
By DAN HUMENICK
In Alice, Sweet Alice, a
housekeeper dons a yellow raincoat
and kiddie mask and proceeds to
kill off several members of one
family before she is stopped by the
police.
It is never explained why she feels
compelled to go on the murder

Best of
Luck
with your
Final Exams

Adntissiou Pt•ices
Students $1.00 each
(lVith J.D., J»Jus One Guest)
J»nblic $2.00 eacb

Open 9:00 til 'I???

....
'

..
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spree. That is not much of a plot
for a two-hour movie, so there are
many dull spots of people yelling at
each other, interspersed with two or
three scenes of people being
stabbed and beaten to death.
Unlike most films of this kind
Vlutopsy, for instance), Alice isn't
a total mess, simply because
director Alfred Sole is a capable
filmmaker. Sole's style, however, is
more suited to T-V-movies than to
theatrical features. He isn't as
assured and as slick as Pete Walker
[Schizo] or as insanely operatic as
Dario Argento [Suspiria]. Sole's
direction seems inspired by the type
of work· exhibited in soap operas
(competent but dull), so he cannot
make the viewer ignore the
stupidity and incoherence of his
plot, as both Walker and Argento
were able to do in their films.
Because of this, Alice is a ponderous and ridiculous nick, containiQg one momcmt of horror,
ouspcnsc, or entertainment.

Student Net Price

• Powerful programing features include conditional
branching, three levels of subroutings, indirect
addressing, relative addressing, and more.

16995
Show Prices

• Preprogramed functions include log and trig
functions; polar conversions; mean, standard
deviation and statistical summations; and more.

reg.

• Whisper quiet thermal printer gives you a complete
record of all your calculations.

HP-10
HP-19C
HP-21
HP-22
HP-25
HP-25C
HP-27
HP-29C
HP-67
HP-91
HP-92
HP-97

Reg. *345°0

~

In The Student Union Bulldiug Basement

Ct

195.00

Another Love Story

IIIWIY l!l!ltlf

Saturday, Deeember 3
A Return Engagement With
The Astral Roek And Funk Of

Reg.

• Write probrrams of 175 keystrokes or longer.

Srud<ent Net Price

$zgsoo

175.00
345.00
80.00
125.00
125.00
160.00
175.00
195.00
450.00
325.00
625.00
750.00

Student
Net Price
157.SO
295.00
72.00
109.95
109.95
144.00
157.50
169.95
399.50
289.95
589.95
659.95

Texas Instruments

Programmab~58

At

Friday, Deee1nber 2
When They Hit The Stage, It's Time
For A Diseo Party With

• Identical to the HP-19C without thermal printer
and in a smaller more compact size.

• Unique continuous memory saves your program.

Clambake

International
A Unisex Salon

HP-29C

59

-and- 11

Reg.

Reg.

124.95

299.95
Student Net Price

Student Net Price

249 95

109

95

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

• Identical to the TI-58 yet extends progr ~.
ties to 960 steps and up to 100 memories.

Up to 480 program steps or ·up to 60 memories
4 types of display testing
Up to 10 test registers
Up to 10 user flags available
72 useful labels
Extremely flexible addressing of:
Program steps :
1. absolute
2. indirect
3. label
Data memories:
I. direct
2. indirect
10 user defined label keys
Complete program editing
AOSTMAlgebraic operating system
Up to 9 sets of parentheses
Over 170 functions and operations
Master library module ,
Blank magnetic cards

.

Student
Net Price
8.95
7.95
9.95
10.95
12.95
11.95
29.95
24.95
26.95
29.95
79.95
69.95
129.95
114.95
94.95
109.95
18.95
21.95
53.95
59.95
79.95
69.95
109.95
124.95
249,95
299.95
29.95
34.95
69.95
79.95
12.95
14.95
24.95··
19.95
reg.

TI-1000
TI-1025
TI-1050
·TI-1680 .
TI-2550-III
TI-5015
TI-5040
TI-5050M
TI-30SP
SR-51-II
. TI-57
TI-58
TI-59
Bus. Analyst
Master Bus. Ana.
Little Prof.
Dataman

Sale Prices plus tax

Quanities Limited

QUALITY GIFTS.FOR THE WORLD ·OF SCIENCE & ENGINEERING
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Ch~istmQs PIQys to Bring Cheer

The Anthroposophy PIQyers

LOL· LA· PA· LOO·ZA .C)

Y

Hair Design Studio
wlththisad

150fo Discount on any Service

~,.
4.\ .,_ '

1419 Central N.E.
~-~·~
243-1746
(2 blocks west of Galles)

:~·;" ~--

.

4019 4th N.W.
344-1621

offer good these two locations only

The UNM students for anthroposophy will present a free
Christmas play at the Alumni
Chapel this Sunday at 3 p.m.
Pat Evans, who will play King
Herod in the play said the play
should appeal to both children and
adults. "The play is a little heady,
but I think children will enjoy it
without having to understand all
the language," said Evans.
The play was written by two
Albuqueruqe women, Mary
Haemmerle and Estelle Emmet. It
is a construction of three plays that
are tightly linked. ''The first play is
an evolution play, a summation of
man's spiritual evolution to the
birth of Christ. The second play
deals with the birth of Christ. The
third is called the Three Kings Play,
but uses King Herod as the prime
element," said Evans. He added
that "Mary and Estelle have done a
great job with language in the
plays."
Evans went on to say that the
plays have a strong metaphysical
lean. "The cosmic world is very '

much a part of the real world in the
plays. Supernatural elements play
an intergal part," said Evans.
The play will be presented for
senior citizens later in December,
and following the Sunday performance at the Alumni Chapel, all
are invited to go Christmas caroling
with the cast.
For those who return to their
childhood when the Christmas
season arrives (I admit I'm one),
· the Vortex Theater will present a
Christmas Children's Show
directed by Cathrine Gordon
beginning Dec. 16.

The show will include a play
inspired by ideas from Dr. Suess,
poems, song, dance, a puppet
show and an enactment of ''Twas
the Night Before Christmas."
Cathrine Gordon said the show
will basically be a Christmas party
with the emphasis on clowning
around and having a good time.
And, there will be refreshments for
all. The party will be held at 7 p.m.
on Dec. 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, and 22
with matinee performances· at 2
o.m. on the 16th and 17th.
Admission is $1.50 for authentic
children and $2 for us returning
children,

The music of ChtistmQS
The Joy of Christmas/Leonard
Bernstein, The New York
Philharmonic and The Mormon
Tabernacle Choir/Columbia MS6499: This is one of the best bets for
Christmas holiday music. The lineup of Leonard Bernstein, the New
York Philharmonic and the
Mormon Tabernacle Choir make
this the super-session of Christmas
jams. Kidding aside, this is a very
warm album that captures the true
spirit of the yuletide season.
The Little Drummer Boy/The
Living Voices/RCA Camden C4S91 1: The poor person's Mormon

Tabernacle Choir, the Living
Voices offer a low-prices view of
the Christmas season. Though this
isn't a bad collection, and though it
includes a nice version of "The
Little Drummer Boy," once you've
heard the Mormon Tabernacle
Choir, it's hard to go back to the
farm.
Bless This Home/Gladys Knight
and the Pips/Buddah · Records
BDS-5651: This 1975 album is one
of the better pop Christmas
albums. The record is put together
with sensitivity and is far from the
slapped-together Christmas
product that overfills the holiday
racks. ]3oth the Bach and Schubert
versions of "Ava Maria" are included, plus a good, Nat King Cole-'
ish "The Christmas Song (Chesnuts
Roasting on an Open Fire)."
Merry Christmas/Palli LaBelle
and, the Bluebells/Mistletoe
Records MLP-1204:The album
sounds totally .uninspired and
depressingly weak. God knows
where the Christmas spirt was when
this album was recorded. It was
probably hiding in Algiers.
Phil Spector's Christmas
Album/Various Artists!Apple
Records SW-3400: Apple Records
saved this album from obscurity
several years back and bless them.
This is one of the best pop
Christmas Albums available. The
album has been faithfully preserved
in mono (stereo was Spector's
downfall), and it displays some of
Spector's finest productions. Also,
the yuletide spirit is in full force.
Spector has taken the liberty of
rearranging some of the older
classics to accommodate his style,
and the change works beautifully.
Along with the stand-bys, Spector
offers the original, "Christmas
(Baby, Please Come Home)'' which
is one of the best new Christmas
songs of the last couple of decades.
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As Daily LOBO Player of the Week

Sports Honors Athletes Weekly
by PETER MADRID

LOBO Sports Editor
Recognition is due when an
athlete performs well for his or her
team both in actual competition
and also off the field of play,
The UNM Daily LOBO sports
section recognized a varsity athlete
weekly as LOBO Player of the
Week. The sports staff made the
weekly selection and a feature story
was run in the Wednesday's sports
section on each athlete.
Among those chosen as LOBO
Player of the Week, there were six
football players, not including the
nine seniors on the 1977 grid team,
two golfers, one cross country
runner, one gymnast and one
basketball player.
Recapping the 12 weeks of
chosing LOBO Players of the
Week, the selection went as
follows:
MIKE
WILLIAMS,
JR.
FULLBACK, EL PASO, TEX.Mike was selected as the first
LOBO Player of the Week for his
fine performance against the Univ.
of Hawaii.
Mike rushed 37 times for 184
yards to lead the 'Pack to a 35-26
opening season win. Mike was also
tabbed as Western Athletic Conference Back of the Week for his
fine showing on the islands.
RIK MOORE, FR. RUNNING
BACK, PAMPA, TEX.- Rikwas
voted LOBO player of the Week for

his fine game against Fort Lewis
Sherri paced the women linkers
College in a controlled scrimmage of Lobo head coach Henry Sandks
for the UNM Junior Varsity to an overwhelming 62 stroke win
football team.
over Brigham YoungUniv.
Rik had exciting runs of 30, 25,
HARRISON KOROSO, FR.
and 12 yards in leading the (2ND SEM), DISTANCE RUN\Volfpups to a 19 9 win over the NER, KENYA, AFIUCA Raiders.
Harrison took LOBO Player of the
BRAD
WRIGHT,
FR. Week honors for his first place
QUARTERBACK,
MIDLAND, finish against CU in a six mile race.
TEX. Brad completed 6 of 17
Harrison broke the UNM North
passes for 88 yards and one touch- Golf Course record by posting a
down against the Texas Tech JV. blazing time of 28:40,
·Wright,
quarterbacking the
MITCH
MOONEY,
JR.
Wolfpups, saw varsity action GOLFER, SEASIDE, ORE.
against the Univ. of Colorado.
Mitch paced the UNM golf team of
SHERR[ CHANDLER, FR. coach .Dwaine Kinight to a: first
GOLFER,CARLSBAD,N.M.- place finish in the prestigious
Sherri was the only woman to be Tucker Golf Invitational Mitch
tabbed LOBO Player of the Week finished third individually after
this semester.
leac!ing for two rounds.
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•Sun.- SOe Ladies Drinks .. All Night
•Mon. - 2Se Drinks For All- 10-12
•Tues. - Sehnapps Drinking Contest
•This Week-Flyer

Now in their third year of sidesplitting satirical performances of
contemporary and classical dance,
the Ballets Trockadero de Monte
Carlo will present two shows in
Popejoy Hall, Dec. 5 and 6, at 8:15
p.m.
The Trockadero is a spin-off of
New York City's other all-male
ballet troupe, Trocadero Gloxinia.
Dressed in white tights and tutus,
this 10 man group specializes in
tasteful spoofs of traditional ballet.
Having performed from Broadway
to South America, the Trockadero
may not repeat their New Mexico
appearance in the near future, and
so should not be missed by any fan
of classical ballet.
,,

•

COPIES
·overnight·

. ' ' 21!2c each
. . · 4c same da{:,
.

No Minimum

· ,·

'ltiNKO'S
·
·'

· 2312 Cent. SE 268-8!;15

I

.

'
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offense on several fine drives. The
end result was a 35-13lobo victory..
MIXE
WILLIAMS,
.JR.
FULLBACK, EL PASO, TEX.Mike was selected LOBO player of
the Week again for his record
breaking running against Texas El
Paso.
Mike toted the ball 47 times for
236 yards. His yardage broke the
old UNM record and fell three
~hort of breaking theWAC record,
PERRY GENOVESE, JR.
GYM,NAST, QUEENS, N.Y. Perry was one of six American male
gymnasts who competed against the
Czechoslovakian Gymnastic Team
in an international meet.
Genovese is the number one man
on coach Rusty Mitchell's gymnastic team.
MARVIN JOHNSON, SEN .
FORWARD, DeRIDDER, LA. In the unofficial season opener for
the UNM basketball team against
the Cuban Nationals, Marvin, who
goes by the name of "Automatic"
pumped in 33 points in leading the
'Pack of coach Norm Ellenberger
i to a 136-88 win,
FOOTBALL SENIORS - Jim
Haynes, Don Barnes, Preston
Dennard, Mike Andrakowicz,
Smokey Turman, Tim Wescott,
Jake Gonzalez, Gabe Chavez, and
Marion Champan leave the ranks
of the UNM football team.

n
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'1a·c~s in the crowd: A photo collage of LOBO Players of the week.
,.

We know what you want!
GREAT GiFT IDEAS
Portable cassette, pioneer .•.... •57 05
Discwasher ................... •13"
Vac-o-Rec .....•.....•........ •24' 5
Zero Stat ..................•.. •1895
Direct-to-Disc Records ..... *10"-•15"
Disc Preener ................... •3••
8·T Plii!yer, Pioneer ............. •49 05
-13" black & white TV•.Quasar ..... •8800
Maxell C9QU.Q;fiik,,.
· ., ., ·with storag!i'cii!se .,....• : .: ..... •9"
DiscTracked' .... ~ ..•.... i .... , •27••
Shure M91Eb .................. •24"
Tape Head Demag ............... •6"
Tape clean kit .................. •4••
Headphones ............... sgas & .UP
Speakers ..........•..•.•. '29" & up
Record maint. kit, watts ........• '13"
~ 6 oz Discwasher fluid .......... •12••

Spoof Ballet

', ' '

CHARLES BAKER, SOPH.
RIGHT DEFENSIVE END,
ODESSA, TEX.- Charles, only a
sophomore on the Lobo football
defensive line, led the 'Pack in
tackles all season.
Charles' aggressive play against
Colorado State earned him LOBO
Player of the Week honors.
MAX
HUDSPETH,
JR.
SAFETY, EL PASO, TEX & C.J.
JONES, JR. QUARTERBACK,
Max
LOS ANGELES, CAL. and C. J. earned a dual LOBO
Player of the week for their fine
perfomance against New Mexico
State.
Max had several fine punt
returns, caused several turnovers
and intercepted a pass. On the other
side of the line, C.J. guided the

tl
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Great Sounding
Stereo Systems
for all budgets

·Compare the sound of these systems
with any others at their price!
You can hear the difference!

>---

Belt Driven,
single/multiple
'play turntable
with Unprecedented
3 Year Warranty

~:·:::::·,':'174°
Garrard GT~

$[] ([]@], ®5

RTR
EXP 12V
A very smooth
sounding speaker
manu!. list '149"
NOW Only

1, M iide 3125 Stereo Receiver 17 watts/
channel Garrard 440M Changer
Ultra! in ear 100C 3 way Speaker
2. Pioneer SX525 Stereo Receiver 20
watts/ch Garrard 440MMChanger
Bolivar 125V Speaker
3. JVC JRS-100 Stereo Receiver 20
wattslch Garrard GT-10 Belt Drive
Changer Bose 301 Speakers
4, JVC JRS·200 Stereo Receiver 35
watts/ch JVC JLA-20 Bell Drive Auto
Return RTR EXP-12V Speakers
5. Kenwood KR4070 Stereo Receiver 40
watts/ch Duel 502 Belt Drive Auto Off
Avid 102 "Top Rated" Speaker System
6. Lux men Stereo Receiver 40 watts/ch
JVC J LF30 Belt Drive Auto Single Play
RTR EXP-12M Speakers

159900

$32'4
$39995

S566 00

459

95

•785° 0

$549

95

$6]995
•1065 00

S12995 Ea.

95

Of course we service
what we sell

®PIONEER
SX450
Stereo Receiver

Open
Mon. Wed.
Fri.
until
9:00

Phase Lock FM
15 watts/ch RMS
Less than 0.5% THD

$849 95

/

.../
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Young Harriers Faced the Best
By ED JOHNSON
· . style, the entire team consisted of
LOBO Sports Writer ' ' . · .
· freshmen and sophomores.
Lobo track coach Bill Silverberg ·
Harrison Koroso, freshman,
took a bunch of young men, or'·
Peter Butler, sophomore, David
whom only two were considered to
Segura sophomore,
Sammy
be "true" long-distance runners,
Kipkurgat, freshman, and Stanley
and formed the 1977 edition of the
Waquie, freshman were the nucleus
UNM cross-country team.
of the Lobo cross-country team.
Then he presented them with a
Koroso went a long way in his
schedule which included the
initial season. All the way to the
defending national champs, twice,
national meet iri Washington state,
the defending Big-8 champs, twice,
where he ran into some very cold
as well as an invitational tourweather, something he is not used
nament where some of the best
to, coming from Kenya, and froze
runners this side of the Mississippi
his you-know-what off and did not
came to compete.
perform anywhere near his
Then they found themselves in
potential.
one of the most feared crossSilverberg said, "Harrison did an
country conferences in the country,
outstanding job all year for us."
the WAC.
Koroso admitted that in his first
And then for the topping t)n this
few days in the United States, in
tale of cross-country '77 Lobo- ·
December of last year, he felt like

running all the way home to Kenya.
·Then there is Peter Butler, whose
boyish face defies any thought of
him being the most controversial
Lobo long-distance man,
Silverberg said, "In all my years
of coaching I've never come across
anyone I couldn't figure out except
him (Butler)."
And the reason for all this,
Silverberg said, is because, "Peter
has some tremendous workouts,
but for one reason or another he
can't seem to live up to his potential
in a race.,
Butler himself said early in the
year he was not quite sure what it
was, unless he was just tir€d from
his strenuous summer tour.
Butler said, "I should be right up
there with Harrison.''
During a home meet against

The Cultural Program Committee
The University of New Mexico

Popejoy Hall
Present

defending national champs Texas-,
El Paso, Butler was I :20 behind
Koroso and at the time Butler was
recovering from an illness.
David Segura, the man from
Santa Fe, along with Butler, is a
member of last year's cross-country
squad.
Segura started his cross-country
training a little later than most of
the others and then caught a cold
which slowed him down a bit, but
came up with a 32:53 10,000-meter
time in the regional meet.
Sammy Kipkurgat, a world class
middle-distance runner, took a shot
at running the longer distance and
did rather well for himself with a
31 :30 time in the regional meet
which earned him a 29th . place
finish.
Silverberg said, "He did a
helluva job. He's never run crosscountry before. It should really
help him for the track season.''
Then there is the pride of the
Jemez, Sta·nley Waquie.
Waquie, a quiet young man who
prefers to let his running do his
talking, ran a 33:12 regional time,
which spoke well for him.
Silverberg said, "We did real
well. It just happened that we ran
against some tough competition."
Mark Romero, Jeremiah Ongwae
and Jay Quade must be singled out

The Hilarious All-Male Travesty Ballet Company
As Featured On The Johnny Carson Show And
The Shirley MacLaine Special

Les B'allets Trockadero.
De Monte Carlo
Two Different Programs
Monday, Tuesday, December iJ,6- 8:15p.m.
Program Monday

Program Tuesday

Swari
Lake
. .
Phaedra/Monotonovs
No;1148
The Dance Liberation
Go ForBarocco
Don Q_uixote

of

Les Sylphides
A Corral Offering
The Dance of Liberation
Evening in Paris
Dying Swan
Bluebird Pas de Deux
Ecole de Ballet

Tickets $9.00, $7 .50, $6.00
ASUNM & GSA Students - 112 Price
At Popejoy & SUB Box Offices

Harrison Koroso led the
Lobo harriers in -several
meets this season.

By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports Editor
The 1977 football season at
UNM began with a decisive 35-26
victory over Hawaii then four
straight losses to Texas Tech,
Colorado, Brigham Young and
Arizona State.
The first threeo losses the Lobo
suffered were all by five touchdowns. Also, the first four Lobo
games were on the road until finally
coming home to host ASU only to
lose by three touchdowns.
The gridders of head coach Bill
Mandt ·experienced a few bright
moments this season.
The Lobos had two fine games,
against New Mexico State and
Texas El Paso, which the 'Pack
won by large margins.
The Lobos also experienced heart
breaking losses to Colorado State,

Arizona and Wyoming, all Western
Athletic Conference teams.
Mandt commented on each game
and said:
UNM 35 HAWAII 26-·"IT'S
difficult to play when you travel
that far. I was pleased with the
team effort. In the second half,
though, we got real tired."
UNM 14 TEXAS TECH' 49"We got off to a great start against
the Red Raiders. We had them tied
14 14 at half but we made a lot of
errors on defense in the second half
and Rodney Allison turned them
into scores.''
UNM 7 COLORADO 42"Colorado had the best defense we
played against all year. They had
injuries slow them down the rest of
the season. ","hey would have been a
threat for the Big 8 crown had they
not lost some key players."

for their contributions.as sixth men
to this year's squad.
And while we're handing out
acknowledgements, John Dean,
Tom Zagoni and Jack Anderson
worked out hard with little or no
recognition.
"We had young kids thrown into
contests with some super athletes.
Our kids got baptized, you might
say, and didn't do too bad,"
Silverberg said.

L:etteririg On
Tennis Team

ByJONTUITLE
. LOBO Sports Writer
Dear Mom,
·It's me again. College life was
getting boring, so a couple of
months ago, in September, I went
over to the courts to try out for the
UNM men's tenis team.
I did my stuff for coach Tim
Russell, who is himself a former
Lobo tennis standout, and he liked
what he saw. I'm not quite on the
team, but I'm the statitician. I get
to sit in the stands and count how
many times the players hit the ball.
Maybe next year.
The season for the varsity team
doesn't start till Jan. 28, when they
take on U. Cal. Irvine and Brigham
Young at the Indoor Tennis Club
here in Albuqueruqe.

This semester, however, tney've
been traveling around the Southwest playing in tournaments,
sharpening their skills for the
season ahead.
"There've been about six
tournaments they've played in,"
Russell said, "Daryl Pollack won
the Thanksgiving tournament out
at the indoor, he beat Curtis Neeld
(ofUNM) in the finals ... 7-5;6-0.
"They've mainly just played
tournaments. We had that thing
with Mexico City. (Also New
Mexico State University in a round
robin tournament.) We'vre not
training real hard right now. This

isn't even our season._''

LOBO-ASUNM Tilt
Immediately following the Dec. 21 Lobo-Aggie basketbail
game, another hoop rivalry will take place at University Arena.
The New Mexico Daily LOBO and members of ASUNM will
square off in the sixth contest between the two. Unofficial!y,_the
LOBO leads three games to two.
The LOBO is out to avenge a thrilling 56-52 overtime loss last
year in the pit.

Tonight!
Peruvian Revolutionary
Quechua Indian leader

Hugo BIQnco
-banned from entering
the U.S. by three Presidents!
topic: "Cartet anc;l Human Rlgh~,
In Latin America-myth vs. Reality
Friday, Dec. 2, 7:30 p.m. In the
UNm SUB Ballroom
$1.00 gen. public/50c students

and •••

ptesents

beaming down on
monday Feb. 6
at 8:00 pm In Po'pejo_y Hall,

Robert
VQn Lierop
and his film about mozambique's
first _year of independence"0 Povo Otganl:rado"
-exploring in depth the beo.uty of an
African people struggling to build o. new
society.
Thursday, Dec. 8, 8:00 pm In Woodward
Hall ~2.00 gen. public/HOO students
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Leonatd·
Nlmoy
tickets will go on sale
the first day of school,
January 16, 1978
at all Ticketmaster
locations

game.''

UNM 24 ASU 45-ll"This was a
lot better game than most people
gave us credit for. We were behind
all the way but we never stopped
fighting back."
UNM 24 WICHITA STATE
17 -"C. J. Jones is the story
behind this win for us. He came off
the bench and directed a great
drive."
UNM 9 CSU 14-"We had many
opportunities to win but couldn't
capitalize. CSl) has a great defense,
it was just that kind of game."
UNM 35 NMSU 13-"This game
was a good win for us, We played
an all round good game. We just
dominated them."
UNM 33 UTEP 17-"Mike
Williams was the big story in this
game. Mike played only two or
three games in which he was not
bothered by an injury. For this
game, he was at full strenth and
played at full speed."
UNM 13 ARIZONA 15-"This
game was a big disappointment. We
lost Mike Willisms for the season.
He played some but he wasn't
effective."
UNM
21
WYOMING
23-"The critical point in this loss
was the kicking game. They
executed the punt· return in the
second half quite well. They caught
us asleep a couple of times."
UNM 41 UTAH24- "This was
a good game for us. It's easy to get
to confident when you're far ahead

(28 points in the first quarter) Utah
is a better team than the score
shows. I knew they could score
once they put the ball up."
The end result of the 1977 Lobo
football season was a 5 7 record and
2 5 WAC mark. The Lobos placed

.
,."z

three men on the ALL WAC first ~
team and lost' nine seniors to ~·
0
gr~duation.
t:l
What UNM kept was their head
coach, and incentive for next year.
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:do·it·yourself:
: framing :
!• supplies :•

II
II
II
fll
II

•
:

Thousands of

ready~made framos ·

Pre-cut rnate & mat bonrds
De~Cter & X-Acto mal cutters

t

Dry-mounting presses & mBterlols
Braquettes I Framing hardware
Blanlang Non-Giaa
Glare & non-glare g!a~s
Old masters & contemporary print~

10% Discount to Students
& Teachers with current 1.0.

• POORMANS

:

L

\II
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B

II
II
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PICTURE FRAMING

PICTUFIE FRAMING I READY-MADE FRAMEStFRAMINGSUPPUES
3008 CENTRAL AVE, S.E., ALBUQUERQUE. N.M. 87106 • 255-3239

·············~~··
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Lobo quarterback Noel Mazzone on a keeper against
Wichita State. Mazzone, a junior, will be back next
year.

()

the ASUNm SpeQkers Committee

UNM 19 BYU 54-"Gifford
Nielsen is alii can remember about
this game. We got behind quick
and had a hard time getting in the

lOBO photo by Phy/1/sM. Hushnor

·.

Lobo leader Tim Garcia·w9n the .
Sierra Vista Tournament, and with
(cont. on page 36} •
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Lobos Have Bumpy Road in

•
••
••
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Your great holiday meals deserve that perfect finishing touch: great holiday desserts! And no one
custom-makes festive ice cream desserts like
Baskin-Robbins.
We make them in our store and decorate them to
order, using as many flav~r combinations and fanciful trimmings as you spec1fy. Or you can chooso;
from our own fabulous party and dessert selection •
Please order custom-made desserts at least a week
in advance. We want you to get your just desserts.
For sure!

BASXIN-ROBBINS
ICE CnEAM STOnE

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Our Christmas Present
To You
FREE MAXELL

TAPE

CLINIC!
TUES. DEC. 2ND
11:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Bring in your cassettes
and see them checked
for frequency response,
output, distortion, signal to noise
ratio, drop-outs, uniformity,
mechanical quality

in-store
MAXELL
. TAPE SPECIALS
too
sensational
to print!
al so-,, ··--.
step up
to a better
cassette deck
JVC
YAMAHA
HiTACHI
special
trade-ins
during
this
CHRISTMAS
SEASON!

(/)

0 questions.

i0

3011 Monte Vista NE· 255-1694

'to~

Just east of Central & Girard, near UNM
FINANCING AVAILABLE

~OS

OVER 26YEARS

.. ¢
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Mel Practiss
Pre-med Student

;"

Cagers Engage In
Full Hoop Slate
By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports
By the time Lobo basketball fans
return to school after the Christmas
break, the 'Pack will have been well
into its season. Eleven games will be
played before the publis.hing of the
next LOBO, including two Western
Athletic Conference games.
This is what the Lobo's opponents over the break shape up to be:
NEW
MEXICO
STATE
UNIVERSITY AGGIES - December 3 at Las Cruces; Well fans
here we go again, the old LoboAggie hoop battle. Aggie head
coach Ken Hayes lost two lettermen
from his 76-77 team which went 1710 defeating the Lobos twice.

NEW
MEXICO
STATE
KENTUCKY
STATE
UNIVERSITY
AGGIES
UNIVEnSITY THOROBREDS December 21 at Albuquerque;
December 5 at Albuquerque; Head
Whoever lost the first meeting in
coach · James Oliver invades the
Las Cruces will be out to win the
Arena with a squad which went 273 last season .
one in the Arena.
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN
UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT
CALIFORNIA TROJANS · - CATATMOUNTS December
December 9 at Los Angeles; The 29, Lobo invitational. The 'Pack
Lobos have defeated the Trojans meets the Catamounts of head
twice in the past two years. USC coach Peter Salzberg in the first
head coach Bob Boyd lost four round of their own invite. Vermont
lettermen from his squad which went 8-17 last season.
went 6-20.
•
Should the Lobos defeat VerUNIVERSITY OF ALASKA- mont, they will tangle with the
ANCHORAGE SEA-WOLVES winner of Syracuse and Mississippi
December 17 at Albuquerque; The State.
Sea-Wolves of coach Bob Rachal
UNIVERSITY OF PUGET
"mush" into the Arena with a team SOUND LOGGERS - January 4
that went 3-23 last .<Po<M
at Albuquerque; The Loggers of
head coach Don Zech bring a team
that lost only one lettermen from
last year's squad which had a 22-7
mark.
UNIVERSITY OF NEVADALAS VEGAS RUNNIN' REBELS
- January 7 at Las Vegas, Nev.;
Basketball shoes and nets will both
be smoking in this game which pits ·
the Lobos against 1978 WAC newcomers UNLV.
ARIZONA
STATE
UNIVERSITY SUNDEVILS January 13 at Tempe; Last year's
game in Tempe turned into a fist
fight between the Lobos and the
'Devils. This will be the last game
UNM and ASU will play in the
ASU Activities Center. Who will
win the last round?
This contest marks the beginning
of WAC play for the Lobos.
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
WILDCATS January 14 at
Tuscon; Wildcat coach Fred "The
LOBO photo by Phyllis M. Kushner
Fox" Snowden lost eight lettermen
Phil Abney {11) and the Lobo basketball team begin
from his 76-77 squad which went
an 11-game .stand Saturday night in Las Cruces.
21-6. Phil Taylor and Gilbert "hold
the ball for five minutes" Myles are
the two starters Snowden has back.

'r"'

SUN GLASS HD'QTS

(Next doM to Cas~ Rexa/1 Drug)

'

'

Lobo coach Kathy Marpe said,
"I know we're capable of beating
them. They're going to be tough to
,handle, but I think we can run with
them."
• Senior Patty Howell echoed
Marpe saying, "I think we can keep
up with them. We've got to block
out and rebound."

'
'

The small, but qu~ck, Lobos were
able to outrebound a much taller
Colorado team last week by about
20 rebounds. UNL V will have two
women 6-feet and above.

0

'', ··~

Cindy Fischer, who is the Important sixth person off the benc!t,
said, "I believe we're going to
surprise them. I can't predict
exactly what's going to happen."

.
.
Can't miss him on campus, always wears white.
Constantly be1ng_ soug_ht after by freshmen and transfer students who mistake him for ice-cream man
Mel dnnks Lite Beer fr<;>m !Viiller because it's less filling. Can't afford to get filled up.
·
At last count he was m charge of 114 mice, 137 frogs and 240, uh .. .480 rabbits.
Spends spare time in library analyzing stitching on medical books.

•

Fisher came off the bench against
Colorado last week and scored 16
points and then against Northern
Colorado, came in to do a defensive
job.
"I've been really concentrating
on defense," Fischer said.

Lite' Beer from Miller.

Everyth1ng you always wanted in a beer. And less.

.'

Assistant coach Rick Harden
said, "We want to see if we can
play good defense against a quick
team. We'll see how our press
works. It'~ a good test for us."
Speedy guard Susie Schuster
said, "It's going to take a team

effort. We'Ve got to put pressure on
them all the time. We have to play
40 minutes with no lapses."
Marpe said, "We've had a super
week of practice. We've gained the
intensity we need.''
Harden said, "We're capable of
beating anybody."
One of the reasons is Howell.
"This is my last year and I've

been playing my best ball. I've been
thinking more about defense and
not just offense," Howell said.
Unm is 2-0 after whipping
Colorado 77-64 and beating
Northern Colorado 65 56 last week.
This will be the season opener for
the Lady Rebels, who last year were
one of the best teams in the
country.

Cttlt£5 Nnus
BOlJTIQlJE SHOP

Imports from: Guatemala,
Mexico, Colombia and
Ecuador.

We've Expanded!
Come arid see our great
selection of new1y arrived
Men's and Women's wear
and Unique Gift Items
for Christmas.
Try our L~jtyaway
Plan for the Holiday
Season.
New Store Hours
Mon.-Sat. 10am-7:30pm
Sunday 12-6pm
2312-A Central S.E.
(Next to DQ, behind Kinkds)
We are now accepting BAC (Visa) and MC

""n

HAY A Y SHALOM

Casey Optical Co,

Recorded Message
Phone

_,""

Lomas at Washington 255-63-29

ASUNM

D

u

M W 9:00-12:00 2-4:30
T T 11:00-12:00 2-4:30
F9:00-4:30

Hours

Complete
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Xeroxing • Sc
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Ditto & Mimeograph
5 copies/3c

A
T

Room215SUB
Across from ORCA Next to Cas a del Sol
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FINE CLOTHING FOR MEN AND WOMEN
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MOVING SALE
Everything Must Go!!
Jeans
Dresses

Tops
Shirts

25%30%and
50% 0FF

Womens Basketball learn.
Rambles to Gamblin' Town

By ED JOHNSON
LOBO Sports Writer
A trip to that gamblin' town of
Las Vegas has the UNM women's
basketball team betting they will be
able to keep up with the fast Lady
Rebels from the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) Friday
and Saturday.

~

Prescription lenses make
from your old glasses.

1425 Central NE ,
3 blocks west of Galles.
842-6261
Master Charg~ & Visa

_,-

A Corral fu II ......:"'
,
of Bargains!!
I
for
Christmas

•

I

Men's Flares I
Colors, Plain, I
Stripe, Plaids \
up to s6.99 pr.
Ladies Western:\
'Blouses
s4.00 to s6.00 ea.
Clearance Sale for
H ikers·Ranchers:
Quilted Jackets
values up to S29.95

And don't forget the Bargain Room!
Our sign says Discount,

l'b

ast;~~~~~t!

~~ Western Wear
6904 Central S.E. 265-9619
(Across from the Fairground)
Gate No. 1
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!;.., Despite Sending Three to ~ationals
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Fem Harrie.rs Have Quiet SeBson

.f

By ED JOHNSON
LOBO Sports Writer
It has been quiet, but then the
women have been preparing and
they say good things sometimes
take awhile.
It is like the calm before a storm,
except in this case the storm will
come to the world of women's cross
country and will be in the form of
some women runners from UNM.
Last year's team struck like
liflhtning as the team wasted no
time telling the cross country world
that UNM existed with a ninth
place showing in the team's first
year of existence.
This year's squad, left with three
members from its original team,
has had to be a little more patient .
· Susie Vigil, homecoming queen
candidate and most experienced
Lobo runner, led the way.
Virginia Middleton, in her
second year with the UNM team,
blossomed into a fine runner.

Janet Wroblewski, a treshman
with great potential, did not
hesitate to win a few races.
Patty Kaufman, another freshman, ran a great race in her ,final
meet of the season, the regiOnal
tournament.
Cindy Ashby, who is also know
as the "Flash", bettered her last
year's performance iiLcross country
while training for her "real" event,
the half mile.
These women, along with Edith
Isidoro and Katie Huff, made up
the 1977 women's cross country
team, the second in the school's ·
history.
Susie has got to become more
aware of her inner strength," coach
Tony Sandoval said.
Sandoval said, "Physically, she's
as good as she can get. Now she's 1
got to create her own talent. She
can do just about anything she
wants to do."
Vigil was the best of the UNM
women at the national meet, with a

Happy Holidays!
from the people who brought you

Awareness

;

·

time of 18:55 over three miles.
Middleton was the number five
runner on last year's team and
qualified for nationals because of
the team standings, but this year
she had to do it on her own..
Sandoval said, "She got psyched
and it made the difference.''
She ran the tough course in
20:01.
Middleton said she overcame
some of her problems o~ her freshman year that "showed up in my
running" and came into her own
this year.

The bright red headed and
freckled faced, Janet Wroblewski is
making some people forget former
. UNM st<tr Karen Cramond, with
her fine performances.
"It's hard to think of her as a
freshman," Sandoval said.·
One of his rC4'-sons could be her
18:56 time in the national meet.
Another could be that she led the
UNM women in every meet With the
sole exception of the nationals
meet.
"Patty Kaufman was our most
improved runner over the last

More Tennis
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Indeed.
Defending
WAC
champion Utah has their entire
team back.
The 1977-78 Lobos boast Garcia,
a semi-finalist in the 1975 NCAA
tournament and WAC champion,
as well as three former New Mexico
High School singles champs. They
are Ronnie Wheeler, (1975), Jerry
Wheeler, (76), and Curtis Neeld,
(77). AndyMiekle, Jeff Chavez and
his sibling Norm, Alex 'Dorato,.
Daryll Pollack, Mike Palmer and
Anders Thylen make us the rest of
t~esquad.

BIG BOY Restaurants
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Fish and Fries Dinner
Golden brown, two portions of fish
with tartar sauce, French fries,
chilled lettuce salad with your choice
of dressing and dinner toast.
Offer good thru Dec. 31, 1977. One

2 for
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coupon per customer per visit
Plus Tax
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#9 Bre·akfast
'\

Golden pancakes. ham. bacon or
sausage, 2 eggs any style, syrup
and butter.

.

Offer Good Thru Dec. 31, 1977. One

2 for
$ 69
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coupon per customer per visit.
Plus Tax
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5115 Central NE
552 Coronado NE
1528·Eubank NE
2100 Menaul NE
6613 4th ST. NW
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(com. from page 32)

Jeff Chavez made it to the doubles
finals of the Southwest Open, one
of the largest around.
The team traveled to Sedona,
Ariz. to compete in another big
tournament there. Last weekend,
they went south to play M~xico City
on their home courts.
"We've got potentially a very
good team." Russell continued, "I
think we've got as good a chance as
anybody in the conference, except
it's really going to be a tough
conference this year."

month," Sandoval said.
He said, "Patty seemed to feel
the other girls were out of her class,
but then she became an athlete."
And then she began running
times like her regional time of
21:17.
"Flash" .Ashby, whose favorite
quote is "I'm not a distance runner.
I'm only doing this to get ready for
track," has also shown some advances in her long distance running.
Sandoval said, "Ondy doesn't
have the cross country abilities but
she has a Jot of strength."
·

They' II be putting a 12-6 mark
from last year to the test. And I'll
be there to help them, mom, and
Russell says if I do real good
keeping slats, I can graduate to
stringing rackets, and tossing them
balls when they get up to serve. For
after all, it takes two of 'em to play
tennis.
Love, Junior
P.S. Have a Merry Christmas
and send money.

'

FOR YOUR

GoH
Wrapup
By DOROTHY FEINBERG
LOBO Sports Writer
The UNM men's golf team
started the fall season unranked
and finished the .season seventh
nati'onally.
UNM beat the second and third
placed teams in the nation Arizona
State and Brigham Young when it
·won the Tucker Invitational
Tournament. The tournament
victory for the UNM team was the
first in over four years.
The Lobo men phtyed in five
tournaments over the fall semester
and went against several top
collegiate teams. The season
tournments went like this:
The men finished sixth in the
Oklahoma Inter-Collegiate, second
at the Air Force· Academy Tournament, and the second team went
to the New Mexico State tournament and placed third.
The first Lobos ended the fall
season in Austin, Texas, and placed
sixth out of twenty-one teams at the
University of Texas Invitational.
"Mitch Mooney, our top player
and All-American had the type of
season we needed," Coach Dwight
Knight said. "He was the top golfer
in three out of five tournments."
"Mark Pelletier and Jeff
McMillen played consistantly fine
during the season," Knight said
"and freshman John Fields of Las
Cruces played exceptionally well
this season and he led the team at
Austin which is unusual for a fresh-

man.''
"The team was a surprised for
us, and the key now is to play the
best teams possible," Knight .said .
"We're in a race to win the first
nationals, against the UNM ski
team, and the golf team will do it."
Knight concluded.
The UNM women golfers participated in several tournaments
including the Tucker Invitational,
Houston Baptist, and BYU dual
meet .
"Seniors Nancy Romero and
Barbara Berry played quite well this
semester and the spring semester
should be even better," Coach
Henry Sandles said.
"The freshmen gained much
experience from the fall tournaments," Sandles said.
On January 17, the women will
travel to San Diego for an important tournament. The women
will be playing rounds of tournament play to qualify for
nationals. The women qualify seven
roun~s out of fifteen that they play .
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1. PERSONALS
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contracep.

3 B.LOCKS TO UNM. Fenced privacy, I bedroom,
kids, pets, $130.00, no lea5e, Valle~ Rentals, 262·
175I, $30,00 fee.
I2/2

tion, sterilization, abortion, Right to Chome, 2941/9
Arlen Asher Jazz Quartet every Friday, 5:30 to 7:30

SUPER CLEAN 1 bedroom, Walk toUNM:, $12.5.00,
garage included. Val\~y Rentals, 262~1751, $30,00
fee.
12/2

0171.
p.m.

at Ned's!

12/2

CONTACTS?? Polishing & sohltlons, Casey Optical
Company, 255-8736.
tfn
SUNLAND ALBUQUERQUE MAGAZINE .eeks

human interest stories; fiction,_ poetry, art work,
photographs concerning history, cultures, present
Jifestyles of Southwest. Contact Henry Woodall.
265~8170 or Kathy Thompson, 821-4171. Mailing
address: 1816 Kirby Court, Albuquerque, N.M. ·
87I I2,
1212
SKATEBOARD CITY CONTEST, Sunday Dec. 4th,
11~3 p.m. 106 Morningside NE. Call for _information, 255-4336,
12/2
CHRISTMAS CARDS - Spanish & English greet·
ings-the UNM Bookstore Gift Department,l2/2
NON-SMOKERS' CLUB- 897·0131.
I2/2
RENE & PAUL: Please don't tell Kathy, UNM Pool
12/2
AGORA WISHES YOU GOOD LUCK on your
finals and Happy Holidays. We will be open over
the holidays so call us or come by, 277-3013, NW
corner of Mesa Vista Hall,
1212
NUNZIO'S PIZZA gives you a giant slice of the pie,
At 107 Cornell SE, Nunzio: II migl!or fabbro. 12/2
SILMARILLJON - the last Tolklen - at UNM
Bookstore.
12/2
UNM Bookstore wishes you Happy Holidays! 12/2
ATTENTION MUSICIANS, Company producing
singing commercials needs original music, Will pay
$35.00.for every one-minute recorded tune, Must
have a good beat and be good quality recording.
Will return tapes not accepted, Mall to SSG
PRODUCTIONS, Box 987, Roswell, New Mexico
88201.
I212
KAROLE, KEN DALE, SHIRLEY, RICK. Thanks a
lot, I'll miss you.
12/2
{M.L.B.) I wuv you Rosebud. Don't forget me. I'll
miss you.
12/2
KITIEN, this Is only the beginning. Nothing will stop
me. Love, BABE
12/2
NILES - see you downriver. The previous three
rainy seasons were bountiful and gladdening. This
year, bad weather. Egypt.
12/2

EVELYN WOOD READING -DYNAMICS
SPECIAL - I N·TENSIFIED
i'

II .·
'
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2.

LOST AND FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907.
rs
LOST! Timid blue-tic hound named Pearl; 3-years
old, brown, white, black: recently spayed. Reward!
Colleen, 255·2460,
12/2
LOST: turquoi5e hesihl choker between Woodward &
Mitchell Hall, 11/30177. Sentimental value. If
found please call294·6080, 298·5289.
1212

i

3.

(YOU'LL COMPLE;TE THE ENTIRE COURSE BEFORE
COLLEGE CLASSES RESUME IN JANUARY)

SERVICES

QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete 1)'ping and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,

BIKE TO CLASS. Pelightful 2 bedroomi kids, pets
fine, $135,00, Valley Rentals, 262-1751. $30,00 fee.
12/2
AVAILABLE NEXT SEMESTER roomy 1
bedr.oom, Close to class, just $12S.OO, Valley
Rentals, 262-1751.$30,00 fee,
12/2
ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE -3 bedroom
luxury NE Heights house, $140.00. 294~7462, 12/2
WALK lJNM, 1 bedroom, furnished, 3 blocks to
campu£. $13$,00, Available around Dec. 2Q(h, 255·
4364.
12/1
ROOM & BOARD; responsible female to live-in
(private bedroom/bath) & care for 2 children ages 7 & 9, 2:30p.m.· 9100 p.m., Monday~Friday,
December thru Ma:y. Home 3 blocks from UNM.
265·53I8,
I2/2
ROOMMATE WANTED for 2 l,ledroom apt, neQ.r
UNM. $85.00/mo, Pat, 243·4088.
12/2
WANTED: roommate to share 7 room adobe in the
North Valley, Separate large artht's studio also
available, Shared transportation to UNM possible.
$150.00 rent. Cali897-0J65, best after 6:30p.m.
12/2
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE for 2 students, four
blocks from UNM - furnished, large yard, quiet
place to study; all utilities paid, $120,00/rno. per
person. ~o waterbeds, no pets, Phone: Barbara,
831·2080.
12/2

5.

FORSALE

MAX ElL UD C-90 cassettes. $3.00 each. Minimum
order six, free local delivery same week, Firefly,
Box7583, 87104. 2S6-1495.
12/2·
20 USED PORTABLE TV's. $30.00 to $60.00. 441
Wyoming NE, 255-5987,
1/27
1976 CHEVY MONZA, Great car. Student mustSe\1,
1211
Call345-9353,
PIPES! Finest smokables in classic shapes and bold
freeforms. We have the pipes and the tobacc:o to
put in them. Ask about our used straitgraills, Pipe
& Tobacco Road, 107 Cornell SE.
1U2
BICYCLE TIRES, thorn-teslstant tubes: all sizes on
sale. 266·1611, Richmond Dic:ycle Supply.
12/2
MOVING! Potter's kickwheel, $90.00; dishwasher,
$190.00; room size rugs- brown, $40.00, orange,
$35.00.255-4039. 268·9256
12/2
1976 FLUTE. Excellent condliion. 8, Cordova, 277~
4646;345·9360.
12/2
WOOD BURNING STOVE, S7l.OO. 268-3779. 12/2
BAVARIAN CREAMPUFP. 1969 BMW 1600.2947462,
12/2
NAZI DAGGER- 1937 Luftwaffe, General's, 294~
7462.
1212
SINGER MACHINE, zig-zag, makes buttonholes,
overcast, blind hems without attachments. Pay
$24.00 and take machine. 268-4393.
1212
BRAND NEW color Sony Trinltron leicviston; left in
layaway. Big screen, new guarantee. Take over
payments of $7.88 per month. 266-5872.
12/2
SANSUl STEREO, unclaimed freight. Big speakers,
dcluKe turntable, tape player, Assume payments
S7.82 per month. 266-5872.
12/2
NEW 1!178 Kirby Classic lJl and attachments, new
warranty. Take over payments $7,00 per month.
• 268-1394.
12/2

scholastic. Charts & 1abtes. 34S~li2S,
1212
LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare now.
Call PllNM 842·5200.
1rn
TYPING; MA, English, on-campus, 296·8564.
fs
SERVE in the Peace Corps. Ortega233. 277·5907. fs
TYPIN0 1 ls1qUalhy. 883~7787.
tfn
RELIA.BLETYPINO. 60cper page, 881·7546. 12/2
UP TO 5300.00 off on any Pioneer complete stereo
TYPING, EDITING, 266-1567.
12/2
system till Christmas- also layaways. 268·4393,
TUTORING FOR SPANISH students by native
12/2
speaker, Cnll242-9469.
12/2 PRECISON MACHINIST'S ve-rtical milling rna·
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and ?holography
chine, WcWs index model 40, 8" x 34" table,
Gallery is !1 block from Johnson Gym on cornell. • 51600.00. Hallet's Bicycles, 843-9378. Save and rc·
Special order service.
J/9
cycle this ad.
12/2
BICYCLE REPAIRS: all makes, low rates. 266·1611,
1969 BMW 2002: 25 mpg, runs good- S1, 195.00.
Richmond Bicycle: Supply.
12/2
242-2130.
12/2
WITH THIS AD DNLY: lhre<: UDC 90 Maxell
cassettes willt free 12 hold case; SIO.OO. HI-FI
House, 3011 Monte: Vista NE, near triangle. lSS1694.
I2/2
SHALAKO INN has deluxe erficiencles from
S~~;": ~ ~~L TO REEL !ape deck. Ask for ~~!l
SI4S.OO, utilities paid. City bus service down
Central available. Apartment Includes modern
ANTIQUE
CLOTHING - new grouping. Embroikitchen. Lounge. restauratlt & swimming pool ort
dered shawls, kimonos, whi1e lace, velvets, never
1212
premises. 12901 Central NE. 299-0434.
worn 1940's dresses. Friday only. 10:30 a.m.- 4:30
SEARCH INO FOR HOUSING? Residence Halls arc
12/2
p.m. Cash onlv, 419 Dallas NE,
your answer for maximum convenience to campus
plus: comfort and economy in housing and food ser-vice! Inquire: La Posada 201, weekdays 9-4, or call
277·2606.
1/25
2 ROOMMATES WANTED to share 3 bedroom
house wiih big yard, $62.00/month plus Utilities&
deposits. Call EHsabeth 1 l47·2746.
1212
ROOMMATE NEEDED. Bicycling distance: from
UNM. Pets welcome. Rent is approdmately
S60.00/month. Call George. 242-921!1 after 5.
location- 1120 Buena Vista SE.
12/2

Tim January Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics·is offering a special intensified

seven clay course ... This course .will begin and end before college classes re~ume · ·
after the holidays ... The
course meets for seven straight days ... for five .hours a
.
day ... Daytime and evening classes are available ... If you have a lot of rea~ing
to do ... if you'd like to have more-competitive learning skills, in school_ or at
work ... 1f you'd like to learn how to read two to four thousand words a min"
.ute, or about seven to ten pages a minute, concentrate on-what you're reading ... understand and remember more of what you've read and learn note taking
skills arid study techniques
. to help you get .better grades or. a better job.:.call
Evelyn. Wood Reading Dynamics right now at 268-4511 ... The Evelyn yvood
course is intense and requires hard work, but if you'll take this seven day
course and work hard, we'll have you reading faster and studying more efficiently than you ever·believed poss.ible. Here's wHat you must do ...

4.

HOVSING

76

FORD VAN 1969 3/4 ton, AT, CB, 302 VB, steel
radials carpet, insulation, convertlble back seat,
many e)l:tras, Good running condition. $1500.00.
12/2
265-4087,
1965 OLDS STATIONWAOON, $325,00. Couch &
chair, bed frame & springs, more. 242-3604 after
6:30p.m.
1212
MEN'S lO·specd in ~ood shape, $25.00, 242·6452.
12/2
HONDA -90, PERFECT. 100 mpg, $500,00.
Evenings, 2,93-4469.
1212
B&W QUASAR TV, 3 months old: Excellent condition. Best offer, 277..4085,
1212
TWO LIST- current models J.V.C., J.R.S, 200 II
receiver, special reduced price, from $300.00 to
$240,00, Next shipment $300,00, Holiday apecia\:
Yamaha close out C.A. 400. amplifier, reduced
from $270.00 to $189,00- quality specs, 3-year
guarante~. Hi-Fi House, 3011 Monte Vista NE,
ncar triangle. 255-1694,
12/2
BRAND NEW ITALIAN ~ONCERTINA -never
used, Ideal_ Chris~mas gift. Will sacrifice for $25.00.
1212
Call243-2368.
MOTORSCOOTER, YAMAHA, 50 cc. Great trans·
portation around campus; with electric starter,
I2/2
$I45.00, 255-66IO.
MUSICAL SPECIAL
Fender Super Reverb amp,
Gibson S.G. guitar, Both e,'!.cellent playing condition, $400.00. Sam, 243-3682.
12/2
SCHWINN CONTINENTAL 10-speed bicycle, New
tires, great condition. $80.00,266-8913.
1212
AUTOMATIC RADIO CASSETTE player 1 $50.00;
new AM radio, $35.00; both sound excellent. 2944201.
I2/2
1973 MONTEGO MX Broughm. Excellent condition,
radials, stereo, A,p, PS, PB. $2300.00 firm. Scri("IUS
inquiries only, 268-6223 or 256·0361.
12/2

6.

EMPLOYMENT

Work in the PEACE CORPS, Ortega 233. 277-5907.
fs
WANTED PART TIME help as SecUrity Guards.
Hours fleKible. CallS. I.A., 242-!i261.
12/2
TEMPORARY PART TIME employment: Stay-In·
School Program, Kirtland AFB. Jobs include:
engineering aides, math aides, physical science
aides, clerks & clerk~typists. Pay: $2.30/hr. •
$4.28/hr. Apply through Work-Study Office, Mesa
Vista Hall. Kirtland is an Equal Opportunity Employer,
12/2
PART TIME stockers - clerks, must be over 21.
Graduate students only. Apply in person. Save-way
Liquor Stores, 5704 Lomas Blvd. NE; 5516 Menual
Blvd. NE.
12/2
GOING HOME TO L.A. for the holidays? Make:
SSO.OO ~ $100.00 selling picture film at parade,
Tournament of Roses FiiQl Sales, Inc., (213) 242·
1992or242-1915
12/2
BABYSITTER NEEDED, 4-5 da)ts per week for four
children. $40.00 starting Dec. 13, 881-0656.
12/2
MODELS NEEDED for mature photographrrs.
Good pay, eKcellent tips. 6103 Menual NE. 883·
9987, 266·0248.
12/2
YOUNG WOMAN needed. for face & figure sketching by painter. No experience necessary. Part time
eve and/or Sundays, Please ca11298-6861, x268, 7-9
p.m.
12/2

7.

TRAVEL

RIDE FOR 1 wJ~nted: Boston/NYC, mid-December,
share usual,l4l-MSZ
12/l
N.Y. STATE: riders wanted, Leaving Dec, 21, returning Albuquerttue Dec. 25. Share expenses &
possible U·Haul, 242-6452.
12/2
WEEKLY RIDES TO NYC still available; SSS.OO!
Reservations at JTC, 265-9860.
12/2
WEEKLY RIDES TO SAN FRANCISCO still avail·
able; $39.00. Reser..,alionsat lTC, 265·9860. 12/2
DRIVING OUT OF STATE? Riders will share gas &
driving. Information at lTC, 265-9860.
1212
TOW MY CAR& drive me to N.Y. Leaving 12/16or
soon af1er. Will pay usual expenses & more. Bruce,
277·3764.
12/2

S.

MISCELLANEOUS

-------------------

WISHING YOU ALL a Merry Christmas! From
Intercontinental Travel Centre. Bonne Vacnncesl
1212

Union (sub) Theatre

Friday 12/2 Charlie Chaplin's

..

•

-.

Community Living
~
Workshop
•

CALL EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS AT

presented by John West a
noted authority on
•
community life.

modern Times
7:00,9:15
o.nd
11:00

Three Sizes to choose from

SietTa Designs Canvas
Tote Bags
Centralize your small stuff and put a handle on cumbersome things. Use our rough, tough 20 oz. canvas tote bags
for all yo~r recreational and around toVI(n hauling needs. Canvas specially treated for mildew reslstence (a must for beach
and boat use.) Handles folded and sewn for comfort - you
won't put this bag down every ten yards and shake circulation
back into your hand Sewn to lost with Sierra designs guaranteed Lifetime Seams. Great for picnics, school, groceries, t->rmls,
shopping and boating. Terrific present

~nuntain or~altt
6307 Menaul NE -Across from Coronado Center
I AM LOOKING for a 1!170 or 1971 Datsun 240·Z.
Contact Gary King weekdays after 5 p.m. at 296~
6515.
12/2
CLASSIFIED ADS will continue to take ads
throughout December. Ads placed during
December will run In !he LOBO Welcome Back
Issue on January 9th. Next possible publication
12/2
dateforclassineds is January 16th.

881-5223

WANTED TO BUY: European made manual par·
table typewriter, Olvettl preferred, 898·5904,
suppertime.
12/2
KELAX INTO FINALS! Join us In an nil-day
Massage Workshop, Sunday 1 Dec:. 11. SIS.OO, For
informa1lon call243·2163 or 345~.SI14, Registration
closes Dec. 9.
1212

TDDAY'S CRDSSWDltD PUZZLE
ACROSS

44Pismlres
45
Aslf
1 Gradual
46
Reprimands
5 Back of the
490amages
neck
seriously
9 Fissile rock
53
Synopsis
14 Painful word
54 Accessible
15 Mine
to all
entrance
55 Labrador
16 Go-----:
ore
Retire
56 Willow
17 ---- freeze
57 Furniture
18 Spanish
Item
lady
58
15-natlon
19 Excite to
pact: Abbr.
anger
20 Dress anew 59 Electrical
units
22 Hand
60 Facial
covering
, features
23 Shamrock
61
Shine
land
24 Body of law
DOWN
25 Length units
28 Stratemeyer
1 Ascend
hero: 2
2 Parisian
words
moon
32 Greek epic
3 Numerical
33 Trusts
prefix
34 Malt liquor
4 Lab animal :
35 Change the
2 words
color
5 Lowest
36 The Pied
points
-----of
61dolize
Hamelin
7 Knotty---37 L.A.'s La---8 Greek letter
Tar Pits
9Walks
38 Midi-season
hastily
39 Penalized
10 Derider
40 Bright
11 Be
contiguous
41 Treats with
12 ----majesty:
deference
43 Prickles
Treason

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Th

· • Puzzle Solv.;.e;.:d;;.:....-..,.....,
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13 Elysium
21 Fastened
22 Furniture
handler
24 Handled OK
25 Bishop's hat
26 Bestmem. ber
27 Pitchfork
parts
26 Know the
29 Having less
foliage
30 N.Y. city
31 A long lime
331ndicatlons
36 Early Scottish inhabitants
37 --------

paper
39 Auto parts
40Gab
42 Straw bed
43 Expresses
appreciatlor•,
45 Pronoun
46 Put in a hold
4 7 Toronto's
----Lorna
48 Death
notice: Informal
49 Scot. river
500fan age
51 Turning:
Prefix
52 Winter
ground
cover
54 Poem

Saturdo.y 12/3 7:00,9:15
·artistic
1
·agriculture
-center city
-senior citizens •
-religious groups

(505)
(OUT OF TOWN CALL COLLECT)

.Learn: Why do it?
I

i

I

•

c Ways to do it
pitfalls

~
j
I'

.. '

Dirb_y mo.lle w/Jeo.nne moreo.u
Wednesday 12/7 7:00, 9:15

Chat lie Chan Rt The Circus
Thursdo.y 12/8 7:00, 9:15

World Of Apu
directed b_y So.t_yo.jit Ro.y
Friday 12/9 7:00,9:15

benefits

To Have Rnd Ho.ve Not

call for reservations
2474~26

I

The Fire Within

afour days: Dec.m,ber 9 & 10

umphrey Bogo.rt o.nd Lo.uren Bo.co.ll
Satutday 12/10 7:00, 9:15

and

Journe_y Into Fear

January 6 & 7

Dlr. by and stars Orson Welles

-

-

·-/

"
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Students! Take Advantage Of

eo

Dillard's
·a

Mon. • Fri., 10..9
Sat., 10-7, Sun, 12-5
Phone 294-2411

ale

And Get That Stereo System You've Been Wantin g.

•

Friday Saturday And Sunday Only
I

-

Sale! Marantz
Garrard-Fisher
Stereo Syst~m

H
FISHERGJ

M91 Cartridge Best Quality
Second Only To V15ll For
Quality Turntables.

If Purchased Separately:
Marantz 2238 Receiver ......................... $360 00
Garrard Z2000 Turntable ................... 340 00
Fisher Xp85A Speaders Pair ......... ·..... 39900
Total
110070
Marantz 2238 AM/FM stereo receiver: 38 \Vatts per channel
min RMS at 8 ohms from 20-20, OOOHz with maximum
0.1% total harmonic distortion.
Garrard Z2000 turntable: belt-driven with exclusive zero
tracking error tonearm Shure M91 cartridge. With
base and dustcover. ·
.
Fisher Xp85A speakers 12" woofer, two 5" midrange
and 3" tweeter with 32-20, 000 Hz frequency response·
Super Sound Buy
a1a:all.oial . . . . . . .nx

nper
onndBuy
Floor Standing Speaker System
•
•
•
•
•

I

. l

Styled in hand rubbed oiled Afromosian teak
Operational range from 15 watts to 150 watts
Dimensions 37 1/2 x 16" x 14"
Weight 90 lbs.
Long term maximum acoustic output,
106.5 db spl a 45 watts
,..._ _ _ __

[•;
;

Famous
Model283
electronic flash
Guide No. 52
4 Automatic stops

COMPACT
Vivitax:

Hot Special
*5.00 rebate

ZOOM

Reg.
35995 Each

I

I;
~ f

.. ·r
'

.$1 ...

r

$22800 each

..

Model 252
ELECTRONIC FLASH
An ultra·compacLflash that
automatically delivers the
exact amount of light needed
from 2 to 17 feet! Two auto·
f·slops to control depth-orfield. Accurate Kodachrome
II (ASA 25) guide number of
32. 160+ flashes from 2 AA
Alkaline batteries. 120/220
AC operation. Lighted dial.
Optional charger and battery
pack available.

•

Super Buy
$2,00 rebate

$3888

Vivita:c

Lense Avail able In
Canon, Nikon, Universal
Min alta

Student Special

$8488

Vivita~

70-150mm f3.8
Close Focusing Auto Zoom
A finely balanced, 'compact lens, this 19.5-ounce Auto
Zoom is right at home in delicate, available light
situations for fine hand-held shots.
Less than 4112 inches long, the 70-150 Auto Zoom
practically fits in the palm of your hand!
The 70-150 also focuses as close as 16 inches from the
film plane and produces a 1:4 image reproduction ratio
for great close-ups!

·! ..

'

Vivital!

Model200
Compact Auto
200, Automat
2-10ft. From Flash

Your
Choice

Super Price
:~1988
'1.00 rebate

.

